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FRIDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY"
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Loses Control McCall

Like

Hamilton

Minnesota

Man

SHOOTS Mc CURDYS TO GO TO PARIS

COLLIERIES

MI.E

SCHUYLKILL

MEN ROCKEFELLER

Trinidad, Colo., Feb. 0. Thirty cars
and one engine are piled up in a broken ma.ss ai Moiley, ten miles west
of here on the Santa Fe railroad und
all traffic is blocked as a result of the
freight wreck this morning. The
lost control of his train on the
down grade on account of tho brakes
refusing to work, and the train ran
away, Jumping the track at a trestle
on a long curve at the base of a mountain. Tho engineer and fireman jumped and received severe bruises. Two
brnkemen are missing and it is feared
that they are under the debris. The
train was a California fruit train.

FOUND

Joint Statehood Bill
For Territories.

SUSPEND WORK DEFICIENCY

In Pennsylvania

IWENTV-SI-

Found Offers His Amendment to

His PocKets.

Gallup Boy Riding Rods Falls What Caused Such Great
Off and Has Foot
Flutter in Former PeaceCrushed.
ful Dovecote.
ENTOMBtD

INITIAL STEP

Dead With $168 in

Dangerous Illness.

Near Trinidad.

FORAKER TAKES

HARD AND STIFF

but Not

Has Long

on Down Hill Grade

NUMBER 00

MAN IS FROZEN

HEAD GRAFTERS

MISSING

DRUNK POLICEMAN

.

BIT OF INTERNATIONAL COURTESY

A

FEW OF NOTED

TWO BRAKEMEN

ARE

NEW MEXICO,

BILL

PASSED

on Account Smoot Case Adjourned to
of the Unusually Heavy
Procure Witnesses For
Snow Fall.
The Defense.
.

YACHTING

New York. Feb. 9. Dr. John Van
derr.ool. faniilv physician to John A
McCall, former president or the New
York IJfe Insurance company, says
that Mr. McCall Is seriously 111 ot
liver trouble, and while he Is In no
Immediate danger, he will prolably
he 111 for a long time.

TRAFFIC

SUPtD

HOUSE

Duluth, Minn., Feb. 9. Frozen so
hard (hm s.iaip knives could ma,ve no
impiession, the body of Martin P. reck-elies in an undertaker's shop In t.iis
city. The body was found In a snow
drill just outside of the city, frozen
as soiid as Ice. As soon as the uody
i haw
suHieieni ly a iost morten will
lie held.
Certificates tf depo.it for
.1,1 $c,s in cash. wtre t.und in
iim
me lochcts of the unfortunate r.iuu.

ACTION

IS

UNIMPORTANT

Special to Evening CItiion.
Washington, Feb. 9. At the beginning of today's session Senator Fora-k- er
presented Ms amendment to the
Etateiiood hill directing tne method of
proceeding In Arizona and New Mexico on the question of admission.
It
directs that within thirty days after
approval
the
of the statehood bill by
WILL FIND PARIS
congress the governors of the tw
A CONGENIAL HOME.
sunn
respectively call eloc- territories
'Morristown, N. J.. Feb. 9. Mr. and
for submitting the question or
jtions
Mrs. Hiehard McCurdy are going to
statehood. The voters of the proponed
HEAVY SNOW AND COLD
Paris to live and will give up their
IN PENNSYLVANIA. slate shall vote by separate territories
WEATHER
Their servhome on South street.
the union shall not be consumM.honev f'ltv. Pn . Peh 9. SeveraJ a
ants have been told that their servIcolieries
In this region were forced to mated unless a majority of the votes
ii. each territory shall be cast In tha
ices w ill not be needed after the first
SHOT AND KILLED
suspend today on account of a heavy affirmative.
IN DENVER SALOON. of March.
lull of snow during the night. TrolThe so') Question to be submitted to
Denver, Colo., Feb. 9. Policeman
ley traffic is completely tied up. A
electors Is; "Shall Arizona and
the
Charles Secrest. shot and killed Tho- SPECIAL COMMITTEE
Muhoney
Ham&
on
work
train
the
MAKES GOOD REPORT.
New Mexico be united to form one
mas Johnson In a quarrel in a saloon
Lehigh
Valley
the
of
division
ilton
New York, Feb. 9. T. P. Fowler,
state? Yea, No!" The governors shall
at an early hour this morning. Serailroad is completely tied up in a cutiH,,I1(1 thp ,.,-,- ,
Heam, Hiram Steel, Augustus
in t.h secretary of
crest was under the influence of liquor. Norman
a
place.
More
s.iort distance from this
C. Payne and Clarence H. Mackay.the
the Interior, and If It be found that
a
foot of snow has fallen, and the majority In either territory have
than
special committee appointed by the
FIFTEEN YEAR OLD LAD
the storm shows no signs ot abating. voted "Ni ,' tho net shall be null and
IS HURT RIDING RODS. trustees or tho New Ycrk Life lnsur- void exct pt as to the section providing
Special to The Citizen.
ance company to Investigate its afTRAINS LATE AND TROLLEY
pay for the expenses of the election.
Gallup, N. M., Feb. 9. William Mar- fairs, made a partial report yesterCASTRO
PRESIDENT
WOUNDED
MAN
SAYS
CRIPPLED.
SERVICE
shall, a lad of 15, born anil raised in day, in willed MrCall and other ofllReading, Pa., Feb. 9. Snow to the SENATE CONSIDERS
this citv, fell off the rods or nn east-bou- cers are not only severely arraignrLLnln Ur WAILK
of eight Inches fell during the
NUMBER OF BILLS.
freight train last night at ed for mismanagement, but the opin
WAS GUILTY depth
WHO
Washington, Feb. 9. The senate
night throughout the Schuylkill valChaves, getting one foot crushed. He ion is expressed that the offending of- AND IT IS NOW THOUGHT AN
ley. All trains are from thirty min- committee on interstate commerce towas brought back on train No. 1 this ficials are responsible for the sums
ARTESIAN
FLOW
WILL
BE
utes to one hour late today, and sub- day began the consideration of the
morning nnd taken to his home.
of money improperly expended during
STRUCK.
the
Us Enlisting Troops and Busy For Two Months Refused all urban trolley service Is badly crip- Hepburn rate bill which passed conthe reign of graft.
NATIVES OF TRANSVAAL
house oUrday. It Is generally
pled.
'
'
Y
ft
ARE DROWNED IN MINE.
only
ceded that the Hepburn bill with
ROCKEFELLER KEEPS
Preparing For
Information on the
Special to The Evening Citizen, ft
Johannesburg, Transvaal, Feb. 9.
a few modifications, will have the
PANAMA TRADE DIVIDED
AWAY FROM COURT. ft
Fifty-fiv- e
N. M., Feb. 9. The ?
Socorro,
natives were drowned today
majority riport when the committee
C.ITV
HAS
PART.
r.RFSf.FNT
private
9.
Wis.,
The
Racine.
Feb.
ff Socorro Irrigation company's ex- War.
ay.
owing to the flooding of the South yacht
Subject.
ne"
9.thep,,ieB
Oil!
La.,
Newt
Orleans,
-A
Feb.
Plant,
of
Mr.
a Standard
ft periniental well, put down by Con- - ft
Rose deep gold mine.
complaints
?"
of
constant
magnate, with John D. Rockefeller on ft tractors Gibbous and Keeler, 'ft j
that
the
result
j
moved to strike
merchants of New York bave the d- loard, was laid up at Key West, Fla.,
EXPLOSION IN MINE
f th deflcle
bm
the provUioa
TROUBLE TENDS TO KEVOLT.HE CHARGES IT TO EMMONS vantage in selling goods the Panama
CATCHES MANY VICTIMS, on February 4, according to Vigo Hantfl
hour
tet
,
appoint-9.
Commiss
on has been
Canal
It Is be sen, a prominent business man of llaHint on, W. Va., Feb.
feet. A strong flow of pure, soft ft
the cana, gone He argued that the
ed the purchasing agent of the Pan- - provl8lon waa adverse to American.
lieved possible today that some of the cine, now traveling In the south, who ft water has been struck, and today, ft
company,
entombed
for
the
twenty-si- x
and
Railroad
miners who are
sends the above Information. He sat
amend.
a8 vel, fta alienB.
before
turning over
the ft Massacre cf French and Americans California Senator Recently Sent to ama
of all mBat was defeated Patterson's
In the Parrell mine near Oakhill, may at table next to Mr. Rockefeller In the ft well by the. contractors, anofInternext year it will buy one-hal-f
- ft
without division. ,
the
been
taken
York,
Ten
supplies
have
ther
needed in New
the
hotel. The next stopping place of the ft' estlng exhibition was given to a
still be alive.
Deficiency Bill Passed.
Penitentiary For
Would Not be at,
In yacht was not ascertained.
out, there having been thrity-sl- x
other half la New Orelans. Hereto-Th(i Bei ate pasBed the urgent defi- large crowd ct Socorro's citizens, ft
of'
explosion
at
the
the
time
the mine
for all these supplies were purchased cloncy in and decided to adjourn nn- Boodling.
ft by forcing
the pumps to their ft
Unlikely
yesterday afternoon. There is no
GRAND MASQUE BALL AT
ln New York. At the end of the year m jumiay.
'
office near the mines and no
MADISON SQUARE GARDEN. ft full capacity for several hours,
the purchasers will determine walch
Vnrlt Ch fl Tho Arlnn lla.II. ft which proved conclusively that ft
Ini'M n ation can be secured except by
San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 9. A spe- - city offers tho better advantage and SMOOT INVESTIGATION
he volume of the flow Is much
Willomstadt Island of Curacao, Frl
nnp e.t the ereat'est -- octal event of!
messenger over the mountains.
GOES OVER AWHILE,
day, Feb 2. (Delayed In Transmis eial to the Examiner from Ixs Au- - Is the better to make purchases In.
the season, will be held at Madison ' Kreater than the most sanguineexpected. Another feature of the
,1:-!
:::,Ti.-.w!,0..aiT1.Tpanama
Square
evening.
These
hold
Garden
this
who'
geUcc-ffortthat Carles E. Ehler,
FRESH AIR HOSPITAL
the
to
trade 't.on
strike is a vibrating pressure at '
Venezuela savs that President
balls have a reputation for their ar
"
Smoot was closed by the protestants
"u'' JU0't uuve lDO nea"' ln u If It can be done.
alvery
depth,
this
Castrj
shallow
is
that
busily
engaged
enlisting
in
through
magnificence
merit
tistic
nnd
FOR POOR CHILDREN
A. S. Worthlngton,
council today.
ou jjocemoer 7. last, 'nas
most amounts to an artesian flow
troops and preparing for war. In- out the country and it is expected that
NOT MUCH DONE OF
who represented the senator, said ha
times,
at
which
indicates
had
that
from
gor-sources
there
and
j
the
best
has
tonight's
broken
long
his
will
ball
even
more
be
NOTE IN THE HOUSE. was not ready to proceed but that be
New York, Feb. 9. Tne Hoard of
their contract called for a great- cates that the people do not Bupport silence regarding the shooting. He
estimate of New York is holding a fctous and attractive than Its predeces- Washington, D. C, Feb. 9. Pension would communicate with Chairman
depth, a- permanent artesian
er
may
Castro,
a
there
and
begin
revolt
when
,;lspromenade;
a
It
with
made the following statement:
niblic heraing todav Oi regard to a
The
legislation had tho right of way ln Burrows within a few days.
flow w tild have been the result, ft the blockade is declared.
now. I havo refuse,!
"Until
gigantic propostion for the creation concert at 9 o'clock, after which the'
U
,
.
J the house todav. The calendar con- - character of the evidence offered thla
Gibbons
......n.l
IL.
Messrs
Keeler
ft
and
jfuaiv-open
will
to
Onlyj
be
dancers.
t
viuwus txpiess iuu vwio snot me. it has been a mooted .,im.,i inr. amintn nin
of a municipal fresh air charity, for floor
h.inm. iuiIb session said Worthlngton, had con- start at once on the well for the ft iear mat the French
citizens in Vena- ones! ion whether it
children and convalescent hospital pa- per&.ns in masquerade costume will'
military
,uid one correcting
record. ' vinceu uini or tne (lesiraouity or
colony,
ft
Bohemian
the
and
result
will
zuela
be
danger
in
war
11
if
breaks
Promptly
one Interested in the Goebel murder
the Hour.
at
,nR witnesses for the defense. With
tients. The plans for the establish- be allowed trumpets
up
pensions
taking
the
- ft out.
arbeyond
will
an
oueHlon
be
rePresident
a
is
Castro
will announce the!
of
case of Frankfort, Ky., In which I am voted to adjourn until Monday, house
uhji
ment of the charity includes the ac- o'clock the
rl,c"'" lo " convention,
after
uiui
ft
How
will
which
tesian
make
vengeful
the
nature,
tho
Inhabitants
and
credited with having been an Import today's session.
constitutional
membera
quisition of over 1,000 acres of ocean beginning of the "Grand Hallet of the
ft
valley
City
a
Gem
the
around
Opera'
the
mercy,
of
his
country
are
at
The Metropolitan
it Is ant witness, or State Sena-toof he legislature and state officers.
rr,,
Emmous
frontage at Long Iieach, L. I., as well Seasons."
i.m
garden spot.
ft reported that an American Is persona of
Bakersfleld.
'Phipiue 7.riir by Inc ea
as tho purchase of the entire prop- House Ballet will take jiossession ofj ft ft ft ft ft ft ft
the
the
'ft ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
may
given.
he
and
that
bo
He then goes on to say that Etn-hi- s duty on European made cotton good3
erty at that place, owned by the Long the lloor. with Miss Uianca Froelieh;
purports. Matters are nearing a nions shot him for an alleged
to two
to J lrom
insult and decreasing the tariff on shoes.
Beach It Mel company. This includes Hi their leader. Then will come the- RETAIL LUMBER MEN
Vene-I
climax.
Alcantrara,
General
of
to Mrs. Kinmons. Emmons Is now
the lxng Beach. Hotel as well as over Spanish dancers, and then tho autonwIN
ARE
CONVENTION.
zuela,
who
was
educated at West serving a term in the slate penlten-lonn- ,
timony of the prosecution, unless th
oiie noius,
io represent a moniu
thirty cottages.
FARMERS
Hartford. Conn., Feb. 9. The an-- j
has been appointe d to the mill-- , tiary, having been convicted of bood-tar- LITTLE BROWN
will permit the Alini? o"
The plan was originally suggested of the year.
HAVE VALUABLE LANDS. committee He
nual meeting of the Connecticut Re- taflldavlts.
command atvl.a liuira. He has iiR at the last session of the
said Smoot Is anxious
by Mayor McClellan In his annual mes"
set-- !
Net).,
9.
Ass.x-iaiioI
North
In
Platte,
open-Feb.
l
tail
Dealers'
umber
case
be closed and that them
Itha
tthe
orders to fire on any French lature.
Gage and since then the project has DISTINGUISHED VETERAN
ting aside irrigable lands, which come h(ml(1 not be oue day of unavoidable
ed here today with a large attend-- j wart-nipDIES IN WASHINGTON.
the moment they are sighted.
been carefully (investigated by the
uuuer tne uig govei iinieuL euiiitt near delay.
Washington, Feb. 9. General John ance, representing every section of
r
..1
l
.l.tt,A
PRESBYTERIAN
YOUNG
'.U!
Guernesey, the government has dls
JlieilllS Ol IUB pittll. IXOimug
l?n,nn
.llutlntrniul,,! l11 ,..
vot. the slate.
The opening cession was ANNUAL EXHIBITION
IN
MEET
VIRGINIA.
regard
yet
to tran ftn(1 mJted educ.ator (1W horo lo. held at Putnam Phalanx Hall, this
in
could be learned as
covered that colony of Japanese has
OF PENNSYLVANIA
ART.
Richmond, Va., Feb. 9. One of the obtained control of a big body of the DAVENPORT SOCIALISTS
the price which the Long Beach Hotel
fmt? Umi, he morning, and after the meeting the
at tne aRe of
M
PREPARE PLATFORM.
Erie,
9.
most
The annual Art
company puts on its property. It has wa8 tho 0()itor of
extensive Sunday School con bt st located of the lands and are busy
Pa.. Feb.
, Mplllmla IJ()st delegates
Davenport, la., Feb. 9. A mass conadjourned to the Allyn
a total acreage of something like am, wai) aft,,rward president of
House for luncheon. There w ill ber Exihibition, under the auspices of the ferences ever held In this state oiened ' farming them. The lands ar6 almost vent Ion of the Socialists of this city
acres. Of this only the 1.000 Pral colleges, including the Sheldon-acre- s j tome interesting addresses in the af Erie Art Club, will open this evening here this morning In the lecture room worthless when tho Japanese took will le held at Clans Oroth Hall thla
with a private view k.f the llsplay or the Second Presbyterian church. It charge of them, but now they are fer- evening for the purpose of organizing
along the water fr:nt is desired Jackson .college of Salt Lake City.
ternoon session.
in tho Art Gallery of the lublic
will continue to February 18. The tile and valuable. The Japanese were a party, adopting
by the city. It Is understood.however,
the platform and
Ta exhibition this year Is Rev. A. I.. Phillips, general superin- brought in to work ln the migar beet nominating candidates for the comthat the company valued Its entire
confined to water colors and minia- tendent of Sibhath Schools and Young fields, but Hixin emancipated them- ing spring campaign. The platform,
foldings at several millions of dol-- l
tures, but to make up for the lack of Ptople s Societies in the Presbyterian selves and started their own farms. wililch has already been prepared by
lars, and "that part which the city
oil paintings, and larger works, the churcii. Is In charge of the conference. They cannot bo dispossessed.
would purchase if the deal goes
a committee, and will Ik) submitted, at
best artists of the country are rep- Tlie formal
through, could be had at about one;
of the conference
the convention, this evening, embodies
resented in the exhibition by some of will take place this evening. The Rev. TEMPORARY INJUNCTION
million and a half.
the principal features of the SocialA. I . Phillips will preside and a numtheir cbolccst works.
The plan has many friends and
GIVEN PRESIDENT DOLAN. istic doctrines.
It Is Intended to put
ber of interesting atldressi will be den,
but there ia also some strong!
Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 9. Patrick
full ticket in the field.
a
NO HOPE NOW OF
livered. The program which has been
opposition to it. The ltockaway Utach
president of District No. 6, of the
Taxpayers' Association Is among the,
COAL AGREEMENT. prepared for the conference Is very united Mine Workers of America. BROKER'S LIABILITIES
opionents of the Long Beach plan,)
Chicago, Feb. 9. At a meeting of intertsiing and win embrace an ques - went Into court today and secured a
GREATLY EXCEED ASSETS.
and will s'rongly advocate that, in-- i
the Illinois coal opera ors, which was lions connected with the Sunday temuorarv inlunctlon restraining the
Chicago, Feb. 9. William Hootea.
9
ply
Washington,
D.
In
Feb.
Its
C,
of
war
esmaterial.
Is
roughly
It
Ktea,! it HiirptiHsinp tlw Tnir Wnaf'ii
SjcIYoung
School
the
and
People's
today
hotel,
convent
held
delegates
ion
at
Audl'onum
a grain broker, filed a voluntary petithe
to the district
;t the Navy timated that the estimate is consid- It was
to
property, tho city will acquire the rtrent
decided by uanaimous vote lo ti.se. An eftort will o made to en- now In session here from Interfering tion in bankruptcy today. He schedt hat it will require
conservative,
ered
barren and sandy wastes at Rock-- ' Honaparte. the joint Army and Navy nearly $Hi,0(ii,n0n to obtain guns and refuse the demands made by the list the interest and activities of all with him in his power as district
uled his liabilities at I duo, and his
(Lasses of workers.
Board has strongly urged the need
awav Reach.
United Mine Workers of America.
l asset s at $140.
necessary.
absolutely
ammunition
As
of providing the naval service with a
is today, our vessels are
New York Money Market.
reserve supply of guns of all calibers tln situation
guns
without
any
to
of
replace
sort
New York, Feb. 9. .Money on call and the corresponding
ammunition.
disabled or withdrawn
eai.v, at 3filVa per cent; prime mer - l) pile the previous recommenda these suddenly
vice-- .
reserve
troui
The
suiuilv. It
sir
lantile paper, I'jfij'i per cent. Bar tions nothing 'has been done by
silver, 6r4e.
government toward getting such a sup- - is estimated, should be -- 3 per cent
cf the guns now ln service, while the
n serve quantity of p wder must be
much grt uter. It is said In the report
of the joint Army and Navy Board
that it would not take more than halt
an hour for a ship to exhause Its supply of ammunition, and, of course, ln
Bangor, Me., Feb.
time of action such provision must
Atlanta, Oa. Feb. 9. The iwople of tha purpose, it would mean a great
one fir.--t time the representatives of tho
be made to replenish the depleted hundred boys, representing the varl-ou- r i t
ii t 1'ijs' associations have o m
to lho "ate. It would attract
Georgia are very nnxlous that their
hugazines. This tan tie done, accordtogether. t;ie otneers are to ik elected state be chosen as the battleground a ai k iiu...or ct ieopie 10 Uie state,
Y. M. C. A. brand
numa
and
ing to a plan offered by the joint
'ho are anxious to git a glimpse of
and a.l tho other work has to bo done
Uur of haing ammunition skips, ber of boys' clubs ln different parts of which is required In perfecting such for the mimic battles icf the army (m, warme operations. The War De- maneuvres to be held this year. 1 he partmeiit always Invites the governnur
which would have to be especially de- tho state, are aseembl.-here to at- an organization.
New York. Feb. 9. The New York the manufacturers all over the United signed to carry vast quantities of the tend the convention which has been
T'linmoirow there will be several last army maneuvers on a large scale, of the state in which the maneuvers
hastening
are
States,
the work
but they did not seem Inclined jHjwder and shell, and be accessible called
manufatnrcrs
were held In Virginia In 1904. They are held and or the adjacent states
for the purxse of organizing sessions. Commit tees wil be appoint- surpassed,
of preparin,; Hie exhibits which they t ; exert themselves.
in magnitude, any army to these maneuvers, and request
to the vessels on the firing line. At a Bays'
ed to attend to the work of the variDepartment
Y.
ex-of
C.
international
M.
C. G. Farufflnl of the International
the
Intend to send to the
pres nt, the Iniard points out, the
will maneuvers ever held in this country, them to send state troops to particious sections. The committtee
will
be
in
wh;oh
held
.Milan. Trade Agency, who has been very ac- - onlv wav we have of getting ammunl A.. In this state, sini
r to such or- - submit their rejiorts and
tilbiiion
then the and there were atxiut thirty taoussand pate In theui, the only condition being
1.
t or moinns eximms tlve in solicilinz exhibits from l:i rt-a thin It in- Itaiy. this yea:
on of gaul.utioiiB existing I:;
i
plans for tl
work ef next year will troops engaged in the various opei- - that the states assume all expense
it
connection
collected,
and manufacuring concerns in this coun-it.i- e
and
have been
fitted
it is believed thai the
colliers which Is
In the afternoon meeting atlons.
laid.
attached to the movement and maintry, hays that Germany has shown, for ib.s purpose. It. is believed that with the Y". M. C. A. In ther states. he
it is believe I t hat the New York
interesting papers will bo read 'uvers this year, if they are held at tenance of their 1roos. The pressure-brough- t
Tho
eventhis
From more interest In the coming exposition the ammunition could be acquired and
convetion will
creditable.
will !.
by delegates. I lieso papers will deal all, will be on a larger bcale even
to bear upon the War I)ert- and lias taken more space at the fx-- retained ln stock. Th' re may bo a lng with a banquet at t!. it Y. M. C. A. wl'h
othtr parts ot f;e country it Is
features ot the work tiian the maneuvers in Vlrgina. For nieni by congressmen and senators
that not tt m h activity is shown position than any other country. Ac-- ! lame quantity .f ymokeiets owd.-- r building. At this banqv ' the vistiors, ' i'.i me by boys'
elsewhere that rt isou the inople of Oeorgia re usual v decides the state where th
t
bring toetiier ii'rdiiK to Mr. Fanifflni, the Italian stored without tear of deterioration.
by man f. to' n
energy, to have maneuvers will be held and as the
land w..i ('i't'n MigesMons for the working with gn-a- t
and
their
ve
h
an
hosts
will
opxjrbe a credit to their
MoiMt win be a revelation t the rest. The powder experts of the navy say
exhibits that
n
;issc latlon.
their siaie selecteil as the battle- states hae had several ln
o! he ti'-tumty
of g.tting urqu.i
with nine
It la of tlie world. He savs that durinir the th:u tlw. I it...t tine of ammunition
or
s'ate-sai- d
g tomorrow evening ground.
yeurs, R U believed that Geor.
former
V II
w
years Italy has made won - !niav
- depended
keep with- another and the way vi.l be paved lMg
upon
that the mat tnent of the .Milan last ft
It is still doubtful whether congress gia stands a good st ow to bo select
M.
ia.vm of New York, the
"Infill progrss in the development of' out st rious change, ami 'hat the only by the work which is o follow. The 111'. Ml.r
advertise the
exposition di-of the boys' vill mailt- an appropriation lor hold- eil, if the maneuvers are held. The
suttlclelit'y r mtinetrial and economical resources variation is due
iug event in tb.-te ap'jratiou, which
the Y. M. C. A., will de-- : ing sat h maneuvers, but to le
Tt.ei.-meeting
art
nianuevers are always held ln th
of
convention
attract the a e:i leu of manufac- - and the government has taken great (i u s n.t af!ct in anv way the siabil- - will 1, held imuiedia,teiv after the ban- l.vt r ar. i
.it.-livture on the
ftr any emergency, the Georgia fall, after the crops havo been harh" r nana, it is ascau 10 g. tne world a clear under- it oi the powder. The tailtir.- to av quet and It ls expect, d that to or- work of I
pressmen
lurers. tm the
d
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con
an
elsew
urged
been
here,
have
paninents
vested, ln order to cause as little
of the Ital- - binding of the remarkable progress quire reserve gutu and powder 14
'.V.
Belted by e;re
ganization of tho pry.--Hinckley, of t, tinned to u.--e their utmost, efforts bss
possible to the farmers. Tha
ifpparrmer.t
every
In
Italy
of
l
in-- !
branch
i
ian govermut.-4iof
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and
the
wil!
join
art
ers
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by the
held in this government Invariably pays fur any
also ndtlress the to iiae tie iiihu-announcements!
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W'
M. C. A. ot' V.. .ine will be
.
at strong sum' en eern rem .o ch- ,
Cieorgla
fceleile-, utmost gravily.
be
for actual damage that is done.
erieiied without !elav. As this ls the
(sis i.e. should
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WILL PAY PENALTY
New York, Feb. ,t. What the real cawsi', tlio Widow
eikcs to become
Wi con Mizner.
These assert,
motives were that changed .Mrs. Chas.
:;n kuoniug
nous ot the bead,
T. Verkes from a widow (if a mouth tllnt
II
ior I :tlli V
uertritiuiv
and a day Into the bride of Wilson
i,.,i
n,,,.wi tht
Mizner will probably never lie told. site v as not alone In the affection
it Is to lt surmised that the gayloi ti? tract iou millionaire. It was
youthful benedict w i.l never give a brnvr.do, these knowing ones claim,
recount of his wooing, and it Is more nnd that she wanted to show the
than probable that the recent widow world that there was a voung. a
aad newly made wife will never re handsome. a gay man, longing to
late the trt.th of that hurried mar- marry her.
'I nere are others,
riage.
with sly winks
admitg the 45 at d knowing smiles, who claim that
.Vrs. Yerkis-Mlznsummers that Fhe has lived, though the groom was the mau who feared
to tell the truth she does not look a rival, and insisted on a hasty marhem. She if aboutUO years the sen riage.
These say that there had
bt en ti friendship existing
ior of her new lord and master.
between
No matter how ardent the six- -i the couple for a year or more. Atter
.......
1. ...... t
r,i..n
rnl:t tim uiuy uavu ueeil the death of yr. Yerkes the newly
iiLiui ciiiiiui
twin
in his love making, still gossip asks: made groom considered that others
"Why did she marry him?"
would be applicants for her heart
As Mis. Yerkes, the widow of the and hand. That he then legan a
railroad magnate, she had every- persistent courting for an immediate
thing that she could desire. With her marriage, and that finally she was
vast wealth she could have had the prevailed upon to give her consent.
entree into the most exclusive of New
The ceremony was then performed
Yoik's ultra set. That is, she could with
understanding
the
distinct
if the had made the effort and con- upon h"r part that the wedding
firmed to everything that was con-- should not be made known for sevi.tionnl, conservative and stiff. She eral months to come. It is said that
had bfcn kept from the fashionable she determined to go through a perside of life on iM co;i::t of certain little iod of conventional mourning, and
affairs of her husband, and, accord- finally go to Europe and there Mizing to all sides, social preferment was ner was to follow. He, however, feelone of the things at which she vainly ing that even documentary proof was
grasped.
not snllielent, let some friend Into the
The gticpses are many. Some of secret, and that this friend proved his
the women of the pay New York set friendship by rustling off to a newsdeclare that it was foolish pride that paper office with the news.

For His Crimes on the Scaffold at Taos Friday,

GOVERNOR

.4

16.

WILL NOT INTERFERE

John Conley, convicted of tnurder
in the first degree, for the killing of
James Redding, near Quests, Taos
county, nr 111 hang; at Taos, February
IS. Governor Hagerman yesterday
said that he would not commute the
aentenco nor Interfere in any way with
the carrying out of the death penalty.
Oonlcy is now In Jail at Taos awaiting the day of execution. His attorney la ittill in Santa Fe, but yesterday
admitted that all hope of saving his
When
client's life had disapjKiared.
asked regarding- the case, Governor
HaRerman said:
"The Conley case was brought to my
intention Immediately after I assumed
the duties of governor. Since then I
have carefully listened to all those
who came to mo in regard to the matter, whether they were those who desired the sentence oc minuted or
such action.
"I ha ve consulted wltih attorneys and
men in whom I ha.ve the greatest
and who have absolutely no
interest In the case, regarding the
lioints of law involved. I have read
tb evidence as presented ly both
ides at the trial. As a result I have
reached the conclusion that I would
not be justified in any way In interfering with the decree of the court.
Tbe trial was eminently a fair one.
The judge in every instance when
there was any question as to ine evidence submitted, decided the point in
tavor of the prisoner.
"In reaching a final conclusion In
regard to the case, I have not allowed
myself to be influenced one way or the
father by sectional feeling from any
particular part of the territory. There-lore- ,
I must in reason, refuse to
Conley's sentence."
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DECLARED DEAD

BALL PLAYER OPENS LAW
OFFICE IN WALL STREET
1
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DOCTORS AND STILL LIVES

GIRL ATTEMPTS SUICIDE BY DRINKING POISON.
PHYSICIANS PRONOUNCE LIFE
EXTINCT BURIAL
PERMIT IS
SIGNED RECOVERS.

MEXICAN
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ALBUQUERQUE,

Co.

NEw" MEXICO
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Capital and Surplus

,
SALE A
brick dwelling in the Highlands;
close in; bath, electric lights, cellar, barn. A bargain if taken at
once. Easy terms If desired.
nine-room-

$100,000

i

Interest Allowed on Sayings Deposits

two-stor-

Post-offic-

)

Money

4--

it

e
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a

a
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a.

af.

I
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With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Notarial

FOR SALE Private "sale'at 307 North
Sixth .street.
FOR SALE All lots In Coronada
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 Souti
Broadway.
FOR SALE Family horse, with bug-gy- .
Mrs. Gertie Reid, 715 South
Edith street.
'
SELL, KENT OR TRADE usi jour
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway
SALE Furniture and musical
FOR
instruments; must be sold at once.
Cull at 110 Hazeldine avenue.
FOR SALE Nice driving horse; 110
North Eighth street, or ' phone
Automatic, 529.
FOR SALE OR TRADE A good business for city property. T. L. Mc
Spadden, 300 South Broadway.
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Solicits

New

LUNA.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

FIRST NATIONAL
N.

SANTA

&

FE

RY.

i

BANK

1C.

Officers
JOSHVA
FRANK
H

A.

S. RATNOLD4I

a4

Directors.
a

.. '".

MrKKB

FROST.

Oashtsr
... sslotast IHrtvr

H. F. KAYN01.D6
O. 6.

DBPOSrTORT.

Aurhorhwd Capttal
Paid Up Ca.pltai. Surplus and Profits
DepoeMory for Atchlnon,

O. N. MARRON,

an
Santa

Top--

.

fu

)

President.

J.

$3&,.M

Fe Rsllway

B.

Oopny

HERNDON. Cashier.

conveyancing.

and

PROFESSIONAL

State National Bank

Til

CARL'S

II!

DENTISTS.

oj AfDuqucrqoe, New Mexico

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.
Room 15 and 18. Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmgnd J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
polntmcnts made by mail.

Cai,i,al
Surplus aud Undivided Profits

Bernard S. Rodey.
ATTORNEY-ATLAW- .
Albuquerue
N. M. .Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice In all courts of the territory and before the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bona.
ATTORNEY-ALAW. 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
patents,
marks,
claims.
letter
trade
R. W. D. Bryan.
Albuquer
ATTORN
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.

Ad101G West Railroad avenue.
dress, Darby A. Day, El Paso. Tex.
A good
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Schumaker piano. A bargain. T.
L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
FOR SALE Small stock merchandise
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
E. W. Dobson.
Mdrduian
A hanusome
FOR
Office Crcm
ATTORN
piano, In fine condition and almost well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
new, at a bargain.
For particuARCHITECTS.
lars, call at this office.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you InBarnett building
terested in mines? I have some ford, rooms
said to be good deals. Talk with Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad-

$100,000.00
15,000.00

The State National bank solicits a share of your business, upon
of sound, progressive banking, liberal and accurate treat- me,nt. Correspondence or a personal interview solicited.

0

the basis

LAWYERS.

I

dot-tor- s

J

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
President.
W. S. STR ICKLER, V. P. ,nc! Cashier
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldrldae
Solomo" Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
0. E. Cromwell

SOLOMON

five-rco-

good location and a paying business.
MAU,ia,lU.n lim CrtiitVi Tlrimit.
T
way.
FOR SALE OR RENT Residence,

Paso,
dated Feb. 7, says: Pronounced dead
ly three
and a coroner, Esther Cardosa, a beautiful young Mexican girl, still lives.
For twenty-fou- r
hours she lay on
her bed In tbe death chamber, while
funeral preimrations went forward.
At the eleventh hour a Mexican
was called to see her. He applied tMiine remedies, and befoie tne
astonished eyeB of her relatives, who
had been praying for the rcKse of
"
her soul, Ksther gradually showed
v
-- '
Uos of life.
Hhe is still weak, but it is believed
r
if
completely.
that she will
Crasod by the (tain of blood poisoning
in her finger, caused by the prick
of a needle, no attempted to end her
own life by drinking a quantity of
carbolic acid. After two physicians
fcukd done ail In their power to save
the girl, thy pronounced her dead.
The city physician and the coroner
awre called, and the former declared
life to be extinct, while the latter
signed the burial permit. They declared tjhemselves nonplussed to expavid L. Fultz, atFrom 'lie baseball diamond to Wall to the breeze:
plain the return to life f the girl. street,
sizzbiii; torney." There are few in this avenue
from the home
Esther, since her narrow escape from grounder in the lair ofof the
the noisy of the dollar king who associate the
death, has lost all desire to die.
money changer that is tin- journey name and the profession with that
Davy Fultz has made.
Not far from of the well known bull player, who
Common Colds Are the Cause of Many the stock exchange the former
nearly lost his life in a collision with
8erious Diseases.
outticiihr ha .iwitng this u u Norman Elbertield, the shortstop, dur- ,
a i;::nie late last heas ill.
Physicians who have gained a tin-CIVIL ENGINEER.
t tonal reputations as analysts of t lit j
Fulti is a young man of exemplary
habits. He Is a Y. M. C. A. worker
mnmv til various
I mini in.ii
R. Farweil.
and his baseball contract always carit catching cold could be avoided a
Koom 23. N T. Artuijo HiiiMiug
ried the provision that he should not
long list of dangerous ailments wou:d
be called iinoii to nlav ball on Sun
never be heard of. Every one knows
BEAUTY CULTURE.
day.
Knit, is a graduate of ltrown
that pneumonia and consumption origcollege, where he was one of the
inate from a cold, and chronic caMRS. M. HELENA LEONARD
football stars a few years ago. He
tarrh, bronchitis, and all throat and
Graduate of Parisian Institute
"ttlng himself for several
lung troubles are aggravated and rend
I. ate of New York citv. The latest lias
ered more serious by each fresh at- scientific appliance and up to date! years lor the legal proressioii, aim
he could earn a handsome livtack. Do not risk your lite or t ike methods fo- - treating the hair, face while
when you have a coal. and scalp. Complexion steaming aad ing on the diamond for several years
chances
Cough
Remedy will bleaching; manicuring and shampoo to come, yet he says he must give up
Chamberlain's
the game some time and as It is a
cure It before these diseises ri vei.op ing. Electrolytic automatic water long,
row for a young lawyer to
This remedy contains no opium, mar massage, till West (5o1d avenue build hard
up u practice, the sooner he
phiue or other harmful dru and has Auto phone 279.
starts in the better, he says. Conroy
thirty years of reputa'lon luck of it,
o
will probably succeed Fultz In center
jvined by Its cures under every comli
DR. W. G. SHADRACH,
Meld with the New York Americans.
by a i drugtist3.
lion. For
to Eye, Ear, Nose
Rough Hands Made Smooth.
Battling Nelson has put in bank Practice limited
Throat.
A
man
who once baa rough, horny
irly $10,000 since he defeated Hint, Occulist and and
for Santa Fe coas
power U lines. Ollice, Anrlst
hands
and as his money-makin- g
made
them as smooth andl?34
313 Va
West Railroad
bauds made them soft and smooth
till st the top he should be pretty avenue.
rewell fixed financially before he
Witch Hazel Salve, but he used
Hour: 9 to 12 a in. and 1 30 to 6 iwith
Inpoke.
genuine that bearing the name
ceives the slumber-inducin- g
p. m.
For
"K. C. DeWttt & Co., Chicago."
The Best Phytic.
sons, boils, cuts, burns, bruises, etc.,
VOCAL INSTRUCTION.
When you want a physic that ft mild
it li us, no equal, and affords almost ImIn effect, take Chamberlain's Stomach
MRS. W. H. MILLS.
mediate relief from blind, bleeding,
Price 25 cents,
and Uver Tablets.
Itching and protruding piles. Sold by
Vocal Instruction and voice
livery box warranted. Get a free satu-ntill druggists.
gentle, easy to take and pleasant ing a specialty. Studio, 412
phone.
try
741.
Fifth
them.
store
an
and
drug
street.
Automatic
Trv it Cliitn want ad.
11 at

Loan

Extendi to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts- - Capital, $150,000.00.
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lyiontCatttma

v"';rscll, stenog
ifa
Box 21 S
rapher aio! injiyist. Work called
B U S N E SS EXCHANGE
for 'and delivered. Aulo ph' tie, 71fi.
WANTED - id spoetabie middle aged McSPADDEN The exchange 'man.
See him for business exchanges.
woman for main cooking and gen
a,... noiun nroaaway.
eral housework. Apply Matthew's
Jersey Dairy.
lO EXCHANGE 1 have some ranches
to trade for city property. T. L
fi nln st caU price paid
WANT ED
McSpadden. 300 South Broad wav.
f r second hand hotiseliold. goods. M.
Ellison, l"." South First street. Colo. lO EXCHANGE 1 have property In
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas,
'Phone, Hod 131.
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
ron kent
Aiuuquerque property.
Talk wltn
me.
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
FOll KEN 1' Rooms ior hou1ieKte"p
way.
Ing. ,"1!4 West Railroad avenue.
ti who
FUR KENT
FO U N D."
Rooms lor IlgTu houso- keeping. r: I Srtnth Second street.; FOl'NK Three keys. bioin.l with
FOR RENT Tv.D heap rooms for; chain and Washburn button. Owner
can recover same by calling at this
housekeeping. Inquire at 51? South
ollice and paying for this notice.
Broadway.
rOR RENT Furnished rooms and
room for light housekeeping. 511
Co
South Third street,
On Furniture. Pianos. Organs, Horses
t'OR RENT MoTlern
cottage; Wagons and other Chattels- will rent or sell furniture of same. SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REApply, 417 Fruit avenue.
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
FOR RENT Rooms for light house as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
keeping, at the Roosevelt house. and strictly private.
Time:
One
month to one year given. Goods re3()9V4West Railroad avenue.
your
main
in
possession.
Our rates
FOR KENT Newly iurnlsned rooms, are
reasonable. Call and see us besingle and en suite. Call 519 w.
borrowing.
fore
Railroad nvenue. Mrs. V. Maestas.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms Steamship
tickets to and from all
building,
with Fteam heat. Grant
parts of the world.
Railroad avenue. Inquire
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
at room B.
315 West Railroad Ate.
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
PRIVATE OFFICES.
housekeeping.
Electric
for llgh
Open Evenings.
lights and use of bath. 617 South
.
Edith street
Keep Your Eye on This Space.
FOR RE'NT Nice, neatly furnished
rooms; also suite of unfurnished
rooms In most desirable location.
424 South Edith street.
rOR RENT Two nicely furnished
S220000
ro ins for light housekeeping, $3 Buys a
modern house in the
pt r week, Apply at the Gold AveLowlands. Good location; close in.
nue hotel.
If you don't take it, some one else
will.
FOR RENT- - -- Furnished rooms, mod
ern conveniences; also one flat for
housekeeping, furnished complete.
Apply Mrs. E. W. Davis, 414 South
PORTERFIELD CO.,
Third street.
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue.
nine-rooK E NT The
FOB.
brick
house, with bath nnd lnnndry. at 2H
North Fifth street. Maynard Gun-Bll- l.
W A.VI'KI

mmrdint)y on my
of th mtr.
tn
All aWttrr and refntttiinri sbemit, h tvMrt---4'OMI'ANY.
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Pro Mr.
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o)? Citizen Want Ads, Furnish you
wiiila nmcs rind addresses
who tire
of people
"Necccssary
to Your Prosperity"
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.A

an.''

month
mail.
Wvttkljr by mail, one year
Wr
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BANK INSTITUTION s

of the man who rhotild be working for youT
of the man whJ would gladly lend you money?
of the man .nJ w.'iilJ like to buy your horse?
of th ninn who would buy aa Interest In your bualneisT
of the man who would buy that lot of ground?
of the man who would buy your old bicycle?

LarfWt City

faarfrr Hr mail. tana

FRIDAY,

DO YOU WANT TOE
NAME AND ADDRESS

County
Official laper of
and City of Alluutriin.
MdaM

C1T1ZKN

ALltUUUKKUUK KVEN1NO

AGE TWO.

0

"OLD RELIABLE"

U

ESTABLISHED 1871

g. PUTNEY

L.

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

.1

SA-L-

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

46-4-

way.
FOR SALE

bungalow,
one
from car line;
two lots, gas, electric UghL, troes,
lawn, barn. Inquire C. A. Wright,
Alvarado Indian building.
;
FOR SALE $25.iiOO rancn at a
wilj take small property in
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
South Broadway.
FOR SALE A good general merchandise and grocery business, with meat
market included, and buildings for
Inquire. M. Dragoie, ::uu
rent.
Nort h Broadway.
FTTr" SALIC
Hotel, E u ropean pi a i
2a rooms, newly furnished in new
building: best location in city; a
proposition. lieaon
tin.' business
f r selling, poor
health. Address.
F.
this oflice.
FOR 'SALE $700 'will buy ecpity in
Mist class residence
on
th. best
street 111 the city; will rent for H5
leaving
owner
town.
month;
F. I.
McSpadden. 303 South ltroadwav.
,
double-baHill SALE A
srotgun; bran new
reled,
never has been used; on,. (,f th
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
flee for particulars.
FOR SALE A gid pa.vTTi'glioTeTin
small town. T. L. McSpadden. 3u0
S outh Broadway.
FOR SALE OR TRADlTliTTmlng
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 3nu South
Broadway.
FOR SALE
ranch, plcntyot
water, 20 cows, 2 good hor.-ehar4
ness and wagon;
room house barn
etc., $3,000. N. Peach & Co., real
estate dealers. 2Si West Gold
avenue.

and

one-hal- f

Thos. K. D. Maddison,
Office with W. B. Guilders, 117 West
Gold avenue.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.

Modern
block

Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
cheerfully furnished; job work solicited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
street, Albuquer
911 North Second
A. L.

bar-vain-

que. N. M.

.1

A. L. MAH.FFEY, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Room 25, Whiting building, over
Vanu's drug More. Automatic
telephone, 410.
DR. R.L. HUST,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Office,
Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. in. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
Both 'phones.
in attendance.

.
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PHYSICIANS.

l"

ALBUQUERUE, N. H.

AVENUE

The

CITJZENJOB Rooms

Lottor Moadu
Envelop
Mot

Had

Program

Invitation
Catalogu
Blank Book

ttoealpt Book
In

other word

turn

outa
vary thing

va

printer know
how to do

... .

6--

Hlgh-Frequeu-

DR.

!lrl-ciass-

J- -

D. NUSBAUM

w"E FILL

Practice limited to diseases of the
nose, ear, throat and lungs.
Rooms 14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
Hour 8 to 10 a. m.. 3 to 6 p. m.
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Building. Black
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and white 'hearse, $5.
PAINT
f
Covers more, looks best, wears
LAND MATTERS.
Cemesi
Lime.
Plaster.
longest, most ecouomical, full stock.
Dotrs,
Otero,
S.
Paint, Glass. 8sh
H. W.
United States Court Commissioner.
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.
FIRST
PTREET
AND
attend
COAL
AVE.
Will
ilTfTikT.u.lTirtlg',
avenue.
For SALE--To-s703 West Silver
sixteen rooms; 'hot wa'cr heat, hot to matters before the land office.
and cold water; gas and electric,
ASSAY ERS.
lights In each room; lot 7T,xl 12 t,vt
0
'
close in; the best rooming
and
CORBET A COLLINS,
boarding house location In the city;' Civil and Mining Engineers. United
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are qualified to
opinion on
say
matters,
will
be a record breaker for building. A few
that the coming season
such
choice lots still unsold in the Eastern, Perea and Grant Additions, from $100, $150 to $200
per lot. Only $10 down, balance $5 per month. Buy now, the investments will make you
rich in a few years.
D. K. B. .SELLERS
GmIL(D
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At

unttlhiw
OTEAIDY MARCH
IT
HWARB
Real estate is steadily advancing in price and people who
pass

CITY

Special Correspondence.
Raton, N. M., Feb. 8. This seems
a very busy place, but the natives
?lalm that there is no boom on Just
a steady growth, with probably a
little Increase of transients as the.
result of two new railroads that are
about to build through Colfax coun-

that
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Two New BanKs Established,
Many Buildings Going Up,
New Raton Railroad.
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the hotel, the landlady told me
could have a room just as soon

I

as some one got up. The house was
full. At the restaurant, the waitress
told me that the coffee was Just sold
out, and It was only 8:30 In the
morning.
The building going on In Raton at
present, an Influential citizen told
me, constituted
about twenty-fiv- e
residences. Eighteen business blocks
are planned for the year, the work
to begin as soon as the weather will
permit. The weather, however, I am
told, has been mild during the great
part of the winter, and that had those
who expect to erect business buildings expected as much, the ' work
might have progresser through the
winter unhindered as far as the
weather is concerned.
Oa evidence of the general prosperity und growth of Raton and Colfax county is the birth of two new
brinks, the New
National,
Mexico
capitalized for $100, nun, a protege of
the Mennequa National bank of
Colo., and the Hat on National
bank, capitalized for fJO.ooo, which
is organized of El Paso, Alanmgordo,
Albuquerque and Itaton capital, local
people holding the large part of the
Block, lteiijaiuin Sherrod, of Alamo-goidwill be cashier of the latter
bank.
New Railroads.
Raton's new railroads include the
St. Louis, Koeky Mountain & Pacific
and the Santa Fe, Raton & Eastern.
The St. Uuiis, Rocky Mountain At
Pacific is
miles long and extends
from Des Moines, on the Colorado &
Southern, to Elizabethtown, spanning
Colfax county from east to west, penetrating the coal fields of the county.
Wneu completed it will be operated
to develop (lie coal lands recently pur
chased by the St. lvouis, Koeky Mountain & Pacific Coal company from
the Maxwell Land Grant company,
which is reported to include the coal
on about 8uo,oou acres of land valued

AGENT

recently a girl from Seattle
her a musical benefactress.
BIG GEORGIA

MINSTRELS

fund

In they can show. They are In a class
by themselves, being the onlv recog-inizeni gro minstrels that .!ay the

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

d

first-cla-

:

s

(Small Holding Claim Mo. 1054 )
Department of the Interior, United
Slates Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
January 9, 1900.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed no
tice of his Intention to make finaf
proof In support of his claim under
:ctiiitis 1(1 and 17 of the act of March
3. IS'U, uy, stats., fSO, as n mended
by the a t rf February 21, 1893, (27
'a:c.s., 47o), and that
proof will
b" made berore the United States
comt commissioner at Albuquerque,
N. M ., on l he Hub
day of February,
l '(!. viz.. Abel Romero, for
the S. H.
C. No. lost in sees. 13 and 24, T. 7
N.. H. 2 E., and Sees, is and 19, T. 7

theatrrs, and cannot afford

COMING TO ALBUQUERQUE. to mislead their patrons.
s
Some way or other it always
Some how people are carelefs
hai-pen-

in

(Small Holdln Claim No. 68.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N.

January 24, 1906.
t;:at judicious advertising
suc- their sta'ements.
They bicnr.v so
Notice Is hereby given that the folceeds. Judicious means many things. used to writing "biggest," "g.ni'dest."
lowing named claimant has filed noSome eople better never advertise. "meat est," ";cst," and "w.iid's
"
tice of his intention to make final
This ca i e ? M:1 of many shows. Some
that they can only think in suproof in support of her claim under
attractions better never advertise. perlatives. They mean to be honest
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Managers who are not honest, whose
probably ai. Tliey are nu rely care3. 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as imendM
advertisements
mislead and whose less and failure ia the price ol careby the act of February II, 1893. (17
disappoint
they
had
belter
siiows
let
lessness.
"Are you an Odd Fellow?" Even lears if Will street, is made 1he
Stats., 470), and that said proof win
advertising
operaalone.
Go
to the Elks'
house on
If you were you would have found it "piece de resistance" of the plav. The
bo made before the United
States
managers
&
1 e'.r.tary
he
Richards
Prinof
night.
Wednesday
II, a.:
more or less difficult to make heads
court commissioner at Albuquerque,
enIf
i.eorgia.
anions
judge
Minstrels
the Georgians are over adverN. M., on March 10, 1906, Tis.:
or tails of the performance given last of Wall street ruins his rival and be- night by the Ethel Tucker Stock com- smirches t'.te rival s good name, all 'uav"r to advertise nothing bin wnat.tised.
Beatrlz Moya de Sedillo, widow of
pany, to a fair sized audience, en- at one feil blow. The rival has a
Jesus Sedillo, deceased, fc the 8. H-i tie
titled, "Are You An Odd Fellow?" Hut imuuiiier.
No. 586, in lot 1, sec. 36, T. 7 N,
nioaieu noniinoiuer
N.. H. S E.
it was not necessary for one to dif- has a s 11.
Natnrally, these two young
R. 2 E., and sec. 31. T, 7 N R. I R,
names
lie
following
the
witnesses
ferentiate between the upper and people, of ::ll the people in the world,
to prove his actual continuous adverse and lot 2, sec. 36, T. 7. N., R. 2 Bi.
She names the following wlinesse
lower extremeties of the piece to en- choose to fall in love with each other.
possession
of
twenty
said
tract
for
joy a hearty laugh, and much merri- Then complications set in. The daughyears next preceding the survey of to prove her actual, continuous, adverse possession of Bald tract for
ment was derived from the produc- ter writes a book and excises the
the township, viz.:
twenty years next preceding the aw
tion of the comedy by those present, bondholder; she alo writes a biograf
Eracllo
Garcia,
of
Peralta,
M.;
N.
vey of the township, tIz.:
but whether they laughed with or at phy of t!te bondholder, and in so doJesua
Garcia,
of
Mell-- i
Valencia,
N.
M.;
Esteban Rael. of Valencia, N. If.;
the actors it was hard to tell. As ing secures evidence that clears "her
ton S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.; Hlg-- !
Rornardlno Sedillo, of El Cerro, N. VL;
usual, the specialties of Verden and deceased father's good name. The
Into Chat-ex-.
Peralta,
of
M.
N.
Dunlap were the hit of the evening. bondhobli r sends for her. She beards
Any person who desires to protest Estanislao Otero, of El Cerro, N. M.;
Amada Otero de Sedillo, of El Cerro.
This very clever team has "made the "Lion" in his den and wins him.
against
the allowance of said proof NM.
giod" at each performance, and Miss lie hens her to marry his son; she
who
any
of
knows
"r
substantial reaAny person who desires to protest
the refuses: frenzy fills the air, but In the
Dunlap's "siage smile" caught
son under the laws and regulations of against
act, (how could it be otherwise?)
Young Mahoney and Hugo Kelly, perfect
as
night
strongly
at
last
the allowance of said proof;
at
audience
last
At
8:15
o'clock
hostilities
the
Interior
why
department
at $14,000,000.
or who knows of any substantial rear-sothe previous performances. The mem- everything works out to the satisfac- - who recently fought a draw, will meet wui commence. At its conclusion proof should not be allowed, willsuch
J. W. Records, formerly of Albube
got
all
under the laws and regulation
there lien of all concerned. The piece is at Hot Springs, February 16.
both clubs will try and forget the given an opportunity at the
g
querque and more recently of Estan-ci- bers of last night's cast
was possible out of the parts assigned having a successful run in New York.
or victory in the dance mentioned time and plnce to cross-slate- of the Interior department why uch
Is. master mechanic for this road.
proof
says
Charley
hanking
Murphy
not be allowed, will be
he is
to take place.
,
Although the rails are not laid yet, them, and they pleased, which, after
examine the witnesses of said claim- - given should
on Sebring. Hut the "outlaws" made
an opportunity at the
a ,i
n . .1
"
i .. . . i
...!.!.,
the equipment, including eight en- all. is the object of all theatrical com- CALVE'S PROTEGE A YOUNG
on
a
ago,
run
the bank several weeks
time and place to
Columbia college students do not of that submitted bv claimant.
gines and ninety cars, have begun to panies.
ACTRESS OF SAN FRANCISCO.
O
take kindly to the attempt of the
the witnesses of said claimant,
arrive in Raton.
R.
MANUEL
OTERO,
ft.
The
university
Kansas
Cab,
has
declared athletic committee to foist the EngSan Francisco,
offer evidence In rebuttal of that
Feb.
Marian
The Santa Fe, Raton & Eastern Is "THE STRENGTH OF THE
Register. and
submitted by claimant.
WEAK," TOMORROW NIGHT. Badger, n young actress of San Fran- for football under the present playing lish Kugby football game on them.
apparently a branch of the Santa Fe.
rules
to
be
Just
different
from
conother
In
The committee witnessed the game
MANUEL R. OTERO.
"The Strength of the Weak," is the cisco, has succeeded so well
It is seven miles in length and exNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of learning. Thai's the put up by the New Zealanders and
Register.
tends into coal fields east of Raton. title of the new play In four acts, by vincing Emma Calve, the famous diva, Institutions
way.
Kansas
were
delighted
with it, as not a
(Small Holding Claim No. 662.)
Raton is Growing.
plyaer
had his shins barked during
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Although the people of the Gate
of the Interior, United
Louis Crlger, of the Boston Amerl-- ; the progress of the game. The stu- Department
City stick together pretty well on the
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
111
cans,
be
is
to
believed
critically
dents
saw
also
the play and declared
(Small Holding Claim No. 617.)
statement that the place has a popuJanuary 17. 1906.
with neuralgia of the spine and fears It was too mild to be sportsmanlike.
lation of 6,000, a conservative estiNotice Is hereby given that the fol- Department of the Interior, United
are
go
it
entertained
will
into
say
They
that
rethey
game
a
want
that
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M,
mate will place It at 5,000. The ballowing named claimant has filed nospinal meningitis.
quires blood and Iron.
January 9, 1906.
lot boxes showed 840 voters in 1904.
tice of His Intention to make final
Using the usual method of calculatNotice Is hereby given that the folproof
W. Gould Brokaw, a New York
Jack O'Brien has accepted the offer sectionsin 16support17 of his claim under lowing named claimant has
ing population by the ballot box by
filed noand
of the act of March
millionaire, has ordered an automo- to cross the pond
fight
Jack
and
multiplying bv five Raton had 4.200
3, 18!U (26 Stats., 854). as amended tice of his Intention
to make final
bile that will run one mile in 23 sec- Palmer, heavyweight
champion
of
population in 1S04. The town saw a
onds. Fred H. Marriott will probably England, for a purse of $10,0(M). early by the act of February 21, 1893 (27 proof In support of his claim under
Itood growth during the year 1903.
4"(0), and that said proof will sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
be engaged to run It.
in June. Before going abroad O'Brien Stats.,
Kent is high in Raton. New houses
be made before United States com- 3. 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
Kyan
Tommy
midC
for
:'),
tho
7
of
Battling Nelson will not have to do'',"1
and rooms bring from $20 to
missioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on by the act of February 11, 1893, (J7
is. If February 27. 10G. viz Federlco
$30 per month.
However, there are
much training for his coming fight ;l!ew'lKht championsblp-t-in,hat
States., 470), and that said proof wtU
Sanbo
the
only''"yan
very few vacant houses in Raton.
c"a,xeii
,rl"
with McGovern. Nelson weighs
c?n
chez y Montoya, for the Small Hold- be made before the United States
MWPlolon
"f
Still Making Cigars.
136' pound
now. and as the fight is J1" J9
ing Claim No. CG2, situated in Sec. court commissioner at Albuquerque.
J
8 lu"L Ior
"l . "
Robert Massey. formerly of Albu',
it 133. he can easily come down to it.
.l" 24, T. 7 N., R. 2 E.
N. M., on February 17, 1908, vis.,
pui up loiien money ne win niiKO
querque, has a cigar shop here, and
He names
following witnesses
Sanchez de Vigil, for the 8. H.
Joe Gans will probably take on Ion the claim that he cannot get Into to prove his the
says that he is doing well. Mr. Mas- actual continuous ad- C, No. 617, in lot 1 Sees. 25, 26, IS
condition. Kyan has a bad stomach verse possession
Dougherty,
'Jack
sey employs two cigar makers in his
tho
aspirant
latest
of said tract for and 36; lots 2 and 4, Sec. 26, and lot
X.
for welterweight honors. Dougherty Marvin Hart will be given a chance twenty years next preceding
shop and works at the bench himself.
the sur- 3, Sec. 35, T. 7. N., R. 2 E.
.defeated Buddy Ryan in eight rounds to meet O'Brien In May.
, He finds a local market sufficient to
vey of the township, viz:
He names the following witnesses
at Milwaukee and this places him
consume the product of bis factory.
Meliton S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.; to prove his actual continuous adverse
Regarding the annual base ball
right In line for a chance at the
A District Attorney Worth Having.
game to be held In San Bel nardiiui, Juan AiKJdaca, of Valencia, N. M.J possession of said tract for twenty
smoked Halt imorean.
The lid is on tight in Raton. The
Ca!., February 22, between
I ...
teams Benito Armljo, of Valencia, N. M.; years next preceding the survey of
Sunday law is enforced according to
Hoot, who has not
fought represent ing the office force of the Estanlslas Garley, of Peralta, N. M. the township, viz.:
Jack
the statutes and the denizens of the
Any person who desires to protest
at
r
Juan Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.;
since he met Marvin Hurt In Tteno, transportation department and clerks against
place point to the darkened windows
the allowance of said proof, Renito Armljo, of Valencia, N. M.;
New, will
the ring the latter in the otlices of Hho master mechanic or
with swelling pride.
rear,
Manuel Alarid, of Valencia, N. M.;
part of this month to meet Fred Bus land const lines
a San sonwho knows of any substantial
Colfax county has a brick court
under the laws and regulations Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.
sell for a nurso of Sl.uu'i. Tho fight Bernardino paper says:
"
house built within fifty feet of a
.,
Any person who desires to protest
"The latest find of the tr insnorta- - of the IntPI"lor department why such
will take place before the Kalamazoo
mountain of sandstone said to be of
uuoweu will uu against the allowance of said proof
lion team is "Polly" Aubl, who was pi wui diiuuiu "in.
(.uich.) Athletic club.
very good building quality.
tile star pitcher of the Hinh school given an opportunity at the above or who knows of any substantial reaCoal brings $2.50 a ton delivered.
During the progress of a fight In
league for a couple mentioned time and place to cross son under the laws and regulations of
There is very little statehood talk
a tent in an Ohio river town the other r seasons. He is now railroading i,n examine tho witnesses of said claim- the Interior department why such
in Colfax county. The land grant
night a big owl fluttered Into the tent the transportation tilde of the yurds ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal proof should not be allowed, will be
corporations apparently are
and one of the pugilists glanced up and will occupy the slab for that of that submitted bv claimant.
tnd coalany
given an opportunity at the
d
kind of statehood, while
to see what the commotion was. Just team. The man behind tho bat will
..MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
place
c
time
and
to
the common people hesitate about
as he looked upward l is antagonist no i ei i i". man w iioin mere is no ei the witnesses of said claimexpressing themselves either for or
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
punched him in the jaw, knocking ter. Aubl and Perrls should make a
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
against joint statehood.
him
out.
very
combination.
fast
(Homesteid
of
Entry
No. 604S.)
that submitted by claimant.
put it. "it's
As an office-holdBut the mechanical
and store Department of the Interior, Land Of
MANUEL R. OTERO,
those fellows who are out that want
Because Wheeling, AV. Va., won the
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan
Register.
a change."
pennant last, season the management which has just been discovered, and
nary
30,
1906.
o
Is having trouble signing the men.
Florence Roberts in "Tne Strength of the Weak.'
next
Within
ad
Ithis
the
intrest.
hereby
Is
Mike Donlin made the circuit of the
Notice
Elven that tfla 1
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Nearly every player on tho team de- few days the office of Head Storebases more times than any baseball
an increase in salary. They keeper Custer will have been removed lowing named settler has filed notice
(Small
has so great imssiblli- - mands
Alice M Smith, which Florence Rob - i hat lu r (.ii
Claim No. 698.)
player in any league last season.
say they
a share of the extra Ihere Tiom Albiiiiuerque. In that of-- j of his Intention to make final proof In Department Holding
of the Interior, United
erts wfll present at the Elks' opi ra ties, ib slie is to ace mpany Cal.ve cash they want
gate. IX) flee force It a very fast battery. In support of his claim, and that said
'he
brought
to
to Pari tad receive free instructions the players on tail-e- n
States land office, Santa Fe, N. M.
house tomorrow night.
BUTTERMILK.
teaniB ever Albuquerque thev have been known proof will be made before the probate
January 29, 1906.
Instead of following other actresses troni In r
clerk
at
Albuquerque,
on
Mexico,
New
management?
share
losses
the
the
of
las "Custer's battery.' And they have March G, lflOfi, viz.:
Notice Is hereby given that the fol-- I
A Surer Way Out.
has been playing In a
in parts made famous, Miss Roberts ' Miss l;:i
O
claimant has filed no
President Eliot, of Harvard, has 'been drafted to play with the meManuel Chaves y Turrleta, of Ber- lowlng-nameenters this season uixm her contract small st ,ck c mranv in Sn Frantice of his Intention to make final
The "butter milk fad," which Its with John Cort, wh) will provide at cisco, and her voice .ias oftentimes made another attack on football, de- chanical and storehouse team."
county.
nalillo
New
Mexico,
for
the
"Polly" Aubl, for years, was a lot 4, of the southeast quarter
followers insisted was the cure for all least one new play for his star each caused comment on tho part of mu- claring it to be more icious than
of the proof In support of his claim under
the Ills that human flesh Is heir to, season for the next five years. In sical critics. When Calve appeared In prize fighting. He sas it causes an faithful carrier for The Evening Cit- southwest quarter of section 19, town- sections 10 and 17 of the act of Marco.
3, ls'al, (26 Stats.. 854), as amended
has pretty well had Its day.
"The Strength of the Weak," Mis-- San Francisco on a concert tour, Miss unreasonable number of injuries and izen, and we know he will win his ship 9 north, range 3 east.
Huttermilk Is a pleasant and healthy Roberts has what is said to be the liadger v..s pers uaded by her friends deal hs. Ho does not bi ievo that the game.
He names the following witnesses by the act of February 21, 1893. (27
Authorities who have permitted a con
drink, but there are a whole lot of de- lust part she has ever portrayed. Ilto prove his continuous residence Stats., 470), and that said proof will
Luckiest Man In Arkansas.
dition of evil to grow up in the game
sirable things that it cannot do. A ls particularly well suited to her caupon
and cultivation of said land, viz.: bo made before the United State
I
am the luckiest man in Arkan
should be trusted to eliminate that
Nebraska woman
Creir
:rlo Anodncn v Pniidelnrln nf POUrt commissioner at Albuquerque.
found something pabilities as an emotional actress,
sas," writes II. L. Stanley, of Bruno
evil.
much more worth while. She says:
Albuquerque,
New Mexico; Francisco N. M., on March 9. 1906, viz.:
while there are several other charac"since the restoration of my wife's Grlego, of Albuquerque,
O
Plaehio Salazar y Otero, for the S.
"Three years a?) my stomach was ters in the play which are Important
New Mexico;
years
of continuous
John Wren, an Aus'ralian, seems bialth afoT five
II. C. No. C:i8. for lot 1, sections 25
in such a frightful condition that
enough to command almost enual atManuel
Pena,
Antonio
of
Pajarlto,
to be the real sport of e antipodes. coughing and bleeding from the lungs;
ciniid scarcely hear to take any food tention. "The Strength f the Weak"
New Mexico; Ramon Ixipez, of Albu and 26; lots 3 and 4, sections 23. 14.
Recently his liorso won 'lie cup race and I owe inv good fortune to the querque,
23 and 20; IjI 2, section 25, township
Indeed, (lore was once that is a new modern play in four a"ts.
at ail.
New Mexico.
in Melbourne and he i ined up the vvoi Id's vr aie.--t medicine. Dr. King's
7 north, range 2 east.
went for fourteen days without a The story concerns tile si niggles of a
R.
MANUEL
OTERO.
w
i
Lly sum of $25O,0po.
Consumption,
for
l(
covet y
ten Is trying New
' .
""iHe namea the following witnesses
of nourishment,
Uiorni-preferring young orphan, who, at the opening ol
Register.
to Induce Jeffries to
it that counknow from experience will
wliicli
to prove his actual continuous adverse
K!arahn ' the acute agnng that I 'the play, is about to gralua'e at a
try
cius'iu.ptlori
him
I1U.000
to
If
and
has
taken
in
time.
offered
cur
possession of said tract for twenty
NOTICE FO RP UBLICATION.
ate anything.
stiff. !.'! win n
And woman's college. She has written a
come to Melbourne atel meet the Mv wi!e hi proved with the first
years next preceding the survey of
t
all this entailed upon nm almost
book, said to be the story of her lite.
champion Australian pr;z fighter, the tie
completed
twelve
bottles
the
(H
Entry
8687.)
mi
No.
slead
lie-the township, viz.:
!ai bes and ncrfousnt ss. My which is published an nymously, am!
money to be paid win or lose.
Cur.-cu.the worst coughs and Department if the Interior, Land Of
Jesus Garcia, of Valencia. N. M.;
c.iieiit; n w:u truly pitiable.
the disclosure of the author's name
drug-:."money
At
all
Col
refunded.
flee
lit
Fe,
New
Mexico,
Jan
San'a
it
Meliton S. Otero, of I'eralta, N. M.;
Battling Nelson has at last posted
"The .! !' r warned me that the comprises one of the many interestTrial
bottle
?l.oo.
and
19m;.
nary
30,
Salvadur M. Gonzales, of Albuquerque,
his forfeit fop tho fight with McGovcoffee I e'.'.i'f; w.is chiefly responsible ling complications. Max Figmau, the
Notice is hereby given that the fol- N. M.; Juan Sanchez y Apjdaca, of
ern and there is no loi.gi-- any doubt fn
hi, and ordered me to Weil kiuwn cotiudian and stage
ill-- I
lor this c.h
lowing
filed
named
notice
has
settler
I'eralta, N. M.
that the two little fe.lo.vs will get FORMER LAS VEGAS
t
But
ii' ' rrt.i'! instead
rector, beads the company with MKs
crink
of his Intention to make final proof In
together.
Any ptrson who desireg to protest
m' .
and could
McGovern seems to be In
spised Vw
Ho! er:s, which includes such capable
SECRETARY.
ELECTED
CITIZEN
support
his
claim,
of
Jii'.v''..-..:-said
and
that
t
as good condition as be ever was and
airlirst the allowance nf uulrl nrimf tvr
!: '" ::se it.
bring m
players as J unes K. Wilson, Eugene
VeCarl Lehman, formerly of
proof
will
probate,
be
tho
made
before
wi,o knows of miv HiibKiantinl
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City Election

As a consistent reimlilican paper, anil the only one
livening
Tlio
f that kind puhlished In Albuquerque,
Inspecial
mongrel,
1h
opposed
ootiiininilM
to a
Cltixen
terest, individual, or any oilier kind of city tiekei, for
n
the upproaehinK elect Ion, other than on.! selected
purposes.
party lines and fur party
repAs Tlio Citizen showed on yesterday, litis is a
of
departments
varied
In
Its
government
resentative
only
tlio
;
and
association
federal
county,
male and
city
means of conducting a representative, government lias
to-- o fully demonstrated to lip tlinniuli political parties.
in the United
This demonstration lias been made, not only Germany
and
In
France.
alike
England,
but
States and
representaother countries in the Kov.rnment of which
tion holds a place.
wishes
Turtles have their machinery by which tho
the
then
and
ascertained,
readily
can
be
party
f each
majority.
the
Is
In
party
which
shows
election following
majority
There is no other plan at present by which the
which
can express their wishes, or In other words by
be an
should
Suppose
there
may
rule.
majority
tho
v...........
absence of party politics in uio Bpl,i
the morning paper proposes, how could tho candidates
their choice?
be chosen and what would bo the ground of together
of a
Evidently there would be a gathering
ticket
a
grind,
and
to
axe
an
having
clique,
certain
but .cer.ld be put In the Held, probably
which the
tainly committed to tho interest or interests
But there are many having
clique desired exploited.
having their special canditherefore
and
grind
axes to
would surely be a num-there
thus
dates to propose, and
questions, but b.v
political
by
of tickets, divided not
private interests, selected not by the people but by but
and ultimately elected not by a majority,
uuly a plurality.
i h re
But what would be the ground of selection?
Will those nominated
will bo eleven officials to elect
men in
bo selected because they are the liest qualifiedthat such
one
knows
Every
positions?
the city for tho
There are hundreds of men In ttiis
a claim is absurd.
trity equally qualified for any and all of the offlces. Then
if not on
on what ground will the ticket be selected?
line.
other
some
be
must
there
then
lines,
political
Can any one
There must be some ground of selection. and
more acsusgeBt a better, more easily conducted
and
ceptable method of selection than the long practiced
par- always satisfactory one of nomination by pollt1ei.il
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Business

Gills.

EVEN I NO CITIZEN

SUITS

WATER CONTRACT

Sara Diego
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San Blego, Cal.. Feb. !l - This plnce Is soon to have
a practical demonstration of the possibility of making
silk us a commercial venture, and l.ouls .1. Wilde, a local
banker, is the financial sponsor for the experiment. For
a long time Mrs.
Carrie Williams has
shown that silk
worms can be successfully raised In
the bay region, and
has lna.b
exhibitions of silk in ail
ii s stages ,ru;.: raw
to the ni.itiuf '.( tur-- t

It and Ordinance Received

Att-

Extension

ention-Sewer

Proposition Aired.
IN

StiilON

THIS

FROM LMST SEASON

AFIEKMOOM.

A very iinportarit nie, ting of the
common council is being held this af-

ternoon.
Two in.at'is a'v to receive attention In wliie.i He.' public of Albuquer
que are deeply interested. One is that
relative to the purchase ol the plant
Supp.y company, the
d t hat
lud een of the Water
produced there. .Mr. otlier that r tVrriiig to the sewer js
tern of t!ie ei'V.
n
Wilile has Just
Through With Water Question.
eight e e n There
is li '.'e more fur the council
ai res couth of San to do regard inc the water pi oposition.
IMo.no ntul lias
The local company has decided to acfop enougli cept the city's ,).': r of $i:.',ii.i'iii) for its
.?
l
X 'V:!i
mulberry trees to plant. The council at its last meetplant eleven acres ing instructed the city attorney to
prepare a conn ad and the necessary
of this.
He has
pertaining to the purchase
ordered from the ordinances
of the plant. This City Attorney M.
east n full set of K. Hlckey has done and the same will
the machinery used he submitted before the council today,
in the silk Industry ami this will be installed in some discussed at some length, and favortemporary building until it has been demonstrated that able action taken. This will practi
the work can be carried on there successfully. Perry cally wind up the council's connection
Weldner. Sr.. of I.os Angeles, (ms assured Air. Wlltle that with the mutter and at the spring
he is ready to invest llO.oui. to $:'5,000 In a mulberry election the voters of Albuquerque will
whether or not they want a
plantation If a local market for cocoons can be built up. decide
municipal water plant.
From Washington h.'is been sent an ounce of eggs of the
The Sewer Problem.
silk worm moth, Imported from Italy.
The sewer problem will receive a
These will
In the experiments at San Diego.
general
airing. Aldeman Walker of
Until sufficient
time has elapsed to develop the merits of the proposi- the sewer committee, will urge his
tion no special building or factory will be erected, but colleagues to do something Inimedl- itely in this direction. lie will name
capital will be available as soon as that time arrives.
several experts and request that one
of these be selected to come to Albu0000XXXDOGXCXX0X3C0000X)0 querque
for the purpose of examining
the present system and recommend
ing improvements.
It Is understood
in.
that an expert will be engaged, inas-ircc- h
as past experience has taught
Coxninnioin
'lie city thnt when nny improvements
are to be made they should be in acto the most modern ideas
XXXXX)0000XXX)XX(C0XXXXOOOCt cordance
and it is said that had the present
sewer system been built in this way
In Decatur, Ala., they have some right ideas of Juswould not now be necessary to practice which the rest of the country might observe to the it
tically construct It anew If the Bani- UC8
o
jeweler, convicted of tary needs of the municipality are to
u 8 altogether incorrect to say that either in Albu- general advantage A
be properly taken care of. Mr. Walkquerque or in other cities fusion tickets have grown in beating his wife, has been set to working on the chain er will Inform
the council again that
popularity.
For years the city elections here have been gang and to sleeping in the cell with other malefactors. the rapid manner In which Albuquerbecandidate
Borne
Occasionally
party
on
lines.
strictly
Just why this fact should be deemed of sufficient Im- que is growing makes tho installation
cause of his personal popularity, as In the case of Mayor portance to be printed In every, newspaper In the coun- of a new and modern sewer system
ticket,
but
absolutely necessary.
McKee. has been elected from Uie defeated
try is a delicate question.
Of course, it is because such
No Limit to Bond Issues.
ven ho was nominated on a party ticket, and the maAccording to the last assessment.
But that only
jority of every city council has been elected by the party sentences, obviously just, are very-rareAlbuquerque property is valued at
leads to the real question Why are they rare?
dominant at the time.
$2,743,940. The bonded indebtedness
party
republican
Tho Citizen feels confident that the
Jt seems that in Decatur and numerous other places of the city at present Is about $lti.i,-00of Albnquerque has no disposition to allow the Morning men have been working on chain gangs and sleeping in
Cutting out those bonds where
Journal to assume the office of dictator by laying down cells without exciting any remark whatever.
there Is no limit to their Issuance, this
wheu
Hut
what the party shall do and by selecting the city ticket a man with money is compelled to do the same thing a amount will be reduced to less than
far it; while the people at large cannot lie bamboozled great exclamation of astonishment sweeps clear across $511,000. Four per cent of the assessedvaluation of Albuquerque is $10!t,by the water organ into foregoing their right of selecting the country.
Does money make a man immune against 757.G0.
the city governing body for the next two years.
punishments that are dealt out to tlie moneyless man
Can Float City Hall Bonds.
An act of congress also allows cities
as a matter of course?
Well, the fact is, It does.
It is
shameful that It must he admitted, but there is no deny- having a populal ion of iO.uuo or over
issue of bonds for the
We are a nation of money worshipers.
For the right of
How thoroughly coal is a necessity of modern life ing it.
erection of a city hall to cost not more
on
swindler
the
operates
magnificent
thief
product
that
a
1880
of
scale
tho
world's
in
is evident from the fact that
than $30,0011.
of coal was 370,000,000 tons, of which the United States wo have a sneaking admiration, very poorly concealed.
Property Holders Assessed.
A
Cassie ChiuiwicU no sootier lands In the penitentiary
In view of this perusal of laws and
aunDlled in round numbers 20 per cent or 74,ouo,00() tons;
thousand congressional records there seems to
vbnt in 1905, tha product was in excess of i.ooo.ooo.ooi. t thari noisy sympathy asserts itBelf from
legal hindrance for the city to
'the part suppled by the United States being 3! per cent, sourcus. lue bank wrecker has hardly entered upon his be no bbiids
for the w'ater plant, the
float
or in round numbers," 390,000.000 tons. i.ot' only noes minimum sentence before hundreds of the "best people" sewer
extension and the city hail.
this Immense quantity enter largely Into domestic life, have signed petitions for his pardon. among several of
What does this mean if not that we are debauched There Is a notion
but its increase or decrease. Its rise or fall In price
the aldermen, however, that the sewer
touches the people every class, condition and age of and debased by the worship of money and ever ready to matter can not. be gotten In shape lor
No man, woman or klsB the hand stained with crime, provided that we hear the spring election and on this ground
people. from a thousand directions.
The prisons and chain opposition will be Injected toward hirchild; no home, whether in palace, cottage or hut; no within It the clink or coin?
business, from that requiring only the Individual's own gangs of the country are filled up with poor devils who ing the expert. Then there Is a feelbe
labor to the mighty enterprise counting Us employes by are weak creatures of cruel circumstances, who are mor- ing that property owners shouldW'iih,
to pay the bonds off
hundreds of thousands no department of human life can ally diseased, constantly tempted by want or overwhelm assessed
if they are authorized.
fall to be impressed, and that largely, should the now ed by evil passions and for these we have no pitying
tears, no boquets, no petitions for pardon. Hut ho or
probable strike of the coal miners go Into effect.
WHAT THE COUNCIL DID.
The Citixen gave on Wednesday a somewhat detail-- 1 she who has the opportunity and the strength to achieve
All the above matters were discussaccount of the preparedness of the miners for the position and fortune, and so rise above the temptations ed at some length. Owing to a gencoming fray.
As to the preparations uf the operators. uf , ignorance and want, falls, and Instantly we all go to eral misunderstanding as to the time
the couucll was to convene today, just
The Citizen cannot be so explicit. It will suffice to say inventing excuses.
a quorum was present and action relathat the hard coal operators have already be gnu to acoxoyC'G-xxoootive to the water contract drawn by
cumulate a surplus on hand, the intention being that the
City Attorney Hlckey and the engagcombined seven companies shall not have less than
Woffimeim
ing of a sewer expert, was deferred
No doubt the soft
S,000,000 tons by the first of April.
until tomorrow afternoon, at 3 o'clock
Wlhio
when today's session was adjourned
coal operators are and have been pursuing a similar
to.
course.
But while tha operators may recoup their losses
From Las Vegas Optic.
City Attorney Hlckey in his report
by Increasing the price of coal, such Increase will be a
relative to the issuance of bonds for
decided affliction to the country at large, nor can it be B O 00000XC0XXXCK300XXXXXXCKXC
the water plant stated "that accordpossible for the operators to secure such a surplus as
passed
ing to an act of congress
A United States army surgeon of considerable prom
country.
Hence,
necessary
demands of the
will meet the
March 4, tH8, all chartered municiMedical
to
York
New
article
the
an
Ineiice
contributes
the public cannot but be appalled at the prospect of such Journal which is of much local interest;
a population
The article pal corporations having persons,
could
strife between the operators and miners as that which treats of the nervousness
of not less than l.onu
many
among
Is
apparent
that
for sanitary and health
issue
bonds
the threatened 'strike inevitably would be.
and
of
southwest,
region
the
people of the elevated
purposes, the construction of sewers,
reaches the somewhat surprising conclusion that only water works and street Improvements.
This Attorney Hlckey said that accordingly
blondes are affected, and women more than men.
bonds could be floated for these purThe energetic men who are to make test in dry fact makes the physician look beyond the altitude, so
the sanction of
farming on rather an extensive scale have already suc- generally blamed as the cause of nervous diseases, to poses with
city's qualified voters.
the
of
last
other
instance,
factor.
seek
sonit
encourage
For
them.
to
cessful results
reference to the construction of
The general theory has been that in some way the a In
season George Ward raised more than 7oo pounds ol
city hall the city attorney was aua
iu
upou
life
lung
action
This
attendant
increased heart and
a half of unirrigated land.
thorized to prepare ai. ordinance probans on two acres and
represents a return or about $15 per acre, which is not rarefied atmosphere has tended to produce nervousness. viding for the appointment of a per
In
son in each ward to take a census 01
at all bad, when the fact Is taken Into consideration that The physician In question, during three years' service
JS'ew Mexico, treated a large number of cases varying 'the citv in order to ascertain whether
8 of the clasa considered entirely unproduc
the land
to profound nervous dn- - there are lO.om. persons in Albuqtier-pressiofrom slight lack of
tive Lecause beyond the reach of water.
If
is necessary
Was
farming
patient
Kverv
a blonde, either of de- - j que. which numberfloated
dry
no
note
to
important
that
Is
U
further
fo. the new
bonds are to be
and
hair
brown
merely
some
shade
of
possessing
or
type
says
bled
he
Mr.
Ward
methods were employed.
,.
.
.
Tcltv hall.
,..,.,,,, l)f Sa,,a F(, 8ne.
in every insianee me imie ins was
plowed the laud once, planted his beans and let them nine eyes.
1',
fair
argues
of
crop.
woman
man
or
that the
The doctor
cial ollicers Gray and Patterson and
He undoubtedly cleared $12 au acre on his
alone.
me William Sisson and I,. G. Stevens, as
This year Mr. Ward is nolng to lest dry fanning complexion Is not well fitted by nature to withstand
woman
He
one
sun.
fair
rays
mentions
of
deput y marshals, by the city marshal
tract
a
the
constant
selected
has
He
methods on his own account.
with a turning who found it soothing to darken her room in the daytime were approved by the council.
C me
lnd which he will first plow
plow.
IJiter he will Btlr the soil to a depth or fifteen and light a lamp.
PERSONAL.
The cause of the inability to withstand the sunshine
iuches, harrow it until tho soil is reduced to fine particles
,,-color
of
amount
Farrell,
by
dust
who held a situathought
of
small
be
place
the
In
the
C.
to
doctor
is
John
kinds.
various
crops
of
aud plant
He instances the case of the tion ,,t Zelger's restaurant hut returncovering advocated by the Campbell method, he will ing matter in the skin.
d
native tacvs of the southwest, who nave ed to Chicago, is again in the city,
.Mr. Ward s methods will differ
probably employ straw.
accompanied by
never been affected by nervousness, or any of the dis- coming in lust night,
in some degree from those to be followed by the gentleIt is understood they
Mrs. Farrell.
men who are going to make the test on a larger scale eases supposed to result from altitude.
nature, will reside here in the future.
It' the lindinrs of the doctor are correct,
on grant lands, but the essential features will be the
W. V.. Parsons, one of the best b.ise
remedy,
inier-labest
t
proves
own
many
great
her
so
in
with
as
mher raws
same.
All such tests will bo followed
ball players of Santa Fe. who wns here
fre-as
for the power of the southwestern sun Is such
on a isit to friends and to talk up
and with no small fahh by the people ,,f l.i.s
quently to result in the change of complexion from base l.,i!,. has returned lo (lie t. rrinir-ia- l
Im Vegas Optic.
capital. He told some of the
blonde lo brunette iu a generation.
players that Santa Fe would have a
The Citizen has on many occasions urged that there
club he coming season siroiig enough
A Reversal.
the water works
Ik; a mooting of citizens to discuss
to wipe on the face of the until a'l
"I once attended some legal proceedings in Nevada,' the other dubs in the territory,
question, and that such n ting employ au expert to
unconventional
were
and
Philadelphia
says
which
lawyer,
a
plant
present
water
or
the
games are played against them
ascertain the true value
reasonable estimate of the cost for installing a new to say the b ast. The judge presiding made up what ho bv i he Santa Fe Terrible v''
The matter of disposing of the unThat there is much dissatisfac- lacked in legal lore by a certain entertaining joviality.
plant.
and
and
out,
dogs that run at huge on ihe
licensed
long
windy
dtuwn
was
of.
accuracy
case
him
before
and
The
In
large
very
disbelief
the
a
with,
and
tion
streets
of Albuquerque is becoming ,,1
uninIt
and
is
expert,
was
seen
to
tlmt
tie
be
tired
plainly
it
was
company's
water
by
the
report
made
the
To one of bis decisions counsel for the de- great importance to the dog catcher.
Hut eveu if that report were of as- terested.
needless to deny.
Not a day goes by but what some resisured accuracy, the question is of too much importance fendant promptly took exception and his honor nodded dent, of the city registers a vigorous
a
exFor
kick against these canines, many of
to this city to be taken on the statement or a single in- carelessly and settled down in his ample chair.
moment or two lie quietly dropped off to sleep, his chair which never beard of a dog collar, and
pert. The people of Albuquerque, who are vitally
over many more of which have canuaballs-ti- c
terested in this matter, should have a report freed from tilted back against the wall. Suddenly he fell seat,
appetites and instincts. I.i-- t s start
Again The Citizen backward, and, scrambling to his dignity ami his
the taint of even possible partiality.
urges a meeting of the citizens of the town,, and the dis- he bought to cloak his mishap by exclaiming abruptly a war of extermination on these un"No. counselor, I must adhere to m licensed canines.
and irrelevantly:
cussion of this question among several others.
The last issue of the Catholic pion
decision of a moment ago '
eer, contains an able article on "Aerial
serious
a
with
municipal
d.
for
arose,
the
"Counsel
aud
in
'fene
The Btate of Ohio, with over $S!t,ooo,iiO
Navigation Past, Present and FuAh. but your honor has just reversed him- ture," from the pen of Joseph A. lllon-liiKtuds, held by local banks, owes its distinction as the Imiw, said:
Weekly.
of self most conclusively.
HariM-r'and to those who deire to he
leader of the list largely to the recent
conduced that. In a few short years,
this class of bonds, coupled with the fact that the state
Socorro Chieftain: From all parts of Socorro county aerial navigation will he all the go.
is prolific iu municipal Issues of sterling character. Cinrequests a careful perusal.
The
cinnati is a busy center for municipal bond trading. come gratifying reports of the condition of the ranges.it Mr. Ci'lzcn
itlondln has given the subject
Host of the municipalities of the state have reached that The mining industry of the county, too, is thriving as
matter careful attention ami study,
There i every Indication that his details from the very beginningand
stage In development which culls for heavy expenditures never thrived before.
of
p
on public works, and the banks And It profitable to in- the oiiifly of Socorro Is alxuit to be blessed with a year
trials are extremely interestrecord.
even
marvelous
year's
wlr
break
last
ing
that
almost
vest in local securities of this kind.
and instructive
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Of the connoisseur of cigars is invariably a Wnlte Miy. Fortunately, It's to
bo had always at the stores of leading dealers in cigars, drugs and gro-

UNCONSTITUTIONAL

d

.Rich Mam is Put

THE FIRST SELECTION

THINK ORDINANCE

ceriesmany fruit ami confectionery

stores.

So the particular

user of tocigar shape need
lie disappointed if he calls for uis favorite,
the White Uly, most anv place where
good cigars are sold. lie will favor
us if he lets us know where It isn't
to be had. The White Uly sells for
five cents the one or $2 the box of 50.

Reported That Restaurant and
Hotel Men Will Carry Issue
lo the Courts.

bacco In

nt

RANCHMEN ARE INTERESTED

HOG

A.

J. RICHARDS

-'- :ir
mViiiK'iirifTrris
cry of protest, faint at first, but 113'a WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
now assuming
considerable volume,
reaches the ears of Alhuquerqueans
relative to a city ordinance, passed
nut recently, and which will shortly
THE FIRST LESSOV
comix all residents of the municipalIN BREAD MAKING.
ity to recognize the official garbage
Is the most Important of all; that
men and no other.
is the selection of proper flour.
It is from the hotel, restaurant
There is no difficulty about this if
and boarding h.iuse keepers that the
Empress flour Is chosen. It is so
disgruntled growl emanates.
good and makes such sweet, white
Taese parties have Heretofore reajv
and nutritious bread as to be uned no little amount of money from
surpassed by any milled. The best
their garbage. One restaurant keepbread makers use it for that very
er In the heart of the business section
reason.
receives $25 a month for his slops.
Others are equally well compensated
It is
for theirs.
purchased by hog
Jin
ranchmen, and Is indispensable" to
v t
l.z- j
beScavenger
Mitchell
them. When
gins business, these parties claim,
that according to the ordinance governing the .Collection of garbage, they
will not only be obliged to do witn-ou- t
this revenue, but will 'have to buy
receptacles of regulation size to place
thi lr refuse In, and pay the garbage
man a stipulated amount for remov1
0 f
ing It, in the bargain.
A prevailing opinion is that the 'or-as if
dinance 1s unconstitutional
stands, and the curreut rumor Is that
several of the leading restaurant aiid(
hotel men will decline to sign con- - 2 I
tracts with the city scavenger for
the removal of the garbage until the w m
.. tr'
t
vvjw
jk'
j"
v:kv nt
matter has been taken to the courts
and decided.
Some of the hog ranclnnen are also!
preparing to contest the garbage or
&
ii iii ttiti
dinance, it is said, they contending
1 1
JtUAfcSY
it.
away
YMiliJNTo
JrA
them
the
from
takes
that
opportunity to continue their busiFURNITURE,
CROCKERY,
STOVES
ness, abridges their rights and freedom, and allows a corner to be seAND RANGES
cured In the raising of hogs, this corner being controlled by the scaveugi r and thgse associated with him.
The nrti,cle in The Evening citizen
the otlier afternoon, wherein it was
staled that Alderman W. H. Glllen-wate- r
had sold his hogs to Scavenger
Mitchell, although realizing at least
$l,50ii a year iu profits, caused more
"I made $350 on that 60c," said a
laughter than this paper anticipated,
prominent Albuquerque business man,
and some say that the reporter who
on the completion of his conversation
penned the article had more humor in
over the Long Distance Telephone.
his makeup than usual in such cases.'
One gentleman, in discussing the
MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
hog selling proisisilion. stated that It
by using the toll lines of
would be a mighty cold day when
Captain Oillrnwater. who now sits In
the council as an alderman from the
The Colorado Telephone Co.
third ward, and so. It is alleged, one
himself,
sells
members
garbage
.if the
Room 18 N. T. Armljo Building.
out unless there be a mighty long
selling.
string to the
LOW RATES
If the ordinance means that hog,
raisers must go out of the business
sell out to the official garbage men,
who. it is alleged, are P. H. Mitchell,
m
and the financiers. Captain W. H.
Gllleuwater and the Springer Trans-fer company, then it must be unconstitutional, and neh a law 'has hereto-ANTONIO ARMIJO, Prop.
fore been so declared by the supreme
courts of several states.
Why not compel all those who own
HOME GROWN PURE CHILE
cows, dogs, cats and even chickens- -r
thev subsist at times on garbage and
Special Sales Every Saturday. Auto Phone 601. 121 N. Third Street.
table refuse to sell out to the official garbage men?
The Citizen lielleves in a goon garbage law, but it strenuously objects,
l
on behalf of the people, that the
Wholesale tiquor and Oar Dealers
&
garbage men be made owners of
eat
city
that
in
the
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet A
all the live stock
Chandon White Seal Champagme, St. l.ouls A. B. C. Bohemian and
garbage.
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
THE
AND
SCHOOL
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
THE HIGH
PLAY
AGAIN
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 Soutb Tirit
UNIVERSITY WILL
EVENING
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexlca.
THIS
BALL
BASKET
BE
WILL
AT THE CASINO. THERE
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GOOD.

EAKIN,

ainu a

GAME

CLEAN

MELINI

WILL BE OFFERED,
FOR ONLY 35c. BE THERE.
GOOD THINGS TO EAT.
Brst quality of Potatoes, per 100
lb, ....
Guaranteed fresh Ranch Eggs, per
FINE DANCE

MAKING CLAIMS WE CAN FILL

AND THEN FILLING THEM RIGHT UP TO THE BRIM, IS THE
REASON WE HAVE ONE OF THE BEST AND MOST COMPLETE
DRUG STORES IN THE SOUTHWEST.

c

dox

Z&c
Fresh Kansas Eggs, per doz
Uneeda Biscuit, per pkg
The largest and fattest Mackerel
"
that swim, eacn
6 Salt Herring, (milkers), large and
25c
fat
10c to 60c
Oranges, Navel, per doz
15c
can Lowney's Cocoa
WE WANT TO CONVINCE YOU
THAT YOU SAVE MONEY BY TRADING WITH US. A MONTH'S TRIAL
WILL CONVINCE YOU.
THE JAFFA CROCERY CO.
"Good Things to Eat."
1

MEN AND WOMEN.
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Designs Just Received, from

SHOP OF THE CRAFTERS
Ladies'
Desks and Chairs, Customers' l'late Racks. Book Racks, Hat
,
Hull Trees. Lihiary and i arlor Stand Tables. Medicine Cabinets and Rockers.
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The McBrian Furniture Go,

V

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

ALBUQUK1JOUE

, 1906.

POLICE

WILL PETITION

PETIT THIEF

FOR HOLD

SENT TO JAIL

IP

DO NOT

EVENING CITIZEN.

ARRANGEMENTS

GET COMMISSIONS

Elks' Theatre

ARE COMPLETED

Farmer, Of Littlefield Bill, Should it Deputy Sheriff Documents Not 'For Entertainment of Bank
Issued and Officers Auers' Convention Here FebPass and Become a Law,
Robbed of His Goods Last
thority Limited.
ruary 15 and 16.
Until January, 1907.
Niht by Oneslno Chavez.
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MEMBtRS OF SCHOOL BOARD SIGN CRIMINAL

WORK

r0,

nights

5

COMMENCING

Have Removed to the New
Staab Building

AlondayFeb. 5th

OF PROCEEDINGS

THE PROGRAM
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Arinljo, a farmer living in

probability of tli9 Little-lelup
bill looming
n the horizon of New Mexico as a
possible law in f'.io very near future,
much agitation has lieen started, with
a view to getting the operation of the
ill, should it pass and become n law.
held up for a time, so as to allow
of a readjustment of the school sys
tem income, which, under present con
ditions, Is derived utmost entirely
from revenues collected from the gambling fraternity.
It is understood that a number of
those having the welfare of New Mexschool system at heart,
ico's
are pi paring to clrcul.ne a petition
to the a! ve effect, claiming that In the
event t ie bill pac.ses ami becomes a
law, the revenue that has heretofore
maintained the schools, will at once
cease, and as a result of this cessation, they claim, the public Hchoon
will suffer temporarily at least, as
there will be no income with which to
keep up the schools until a tax system could be arranged, levied and collected, and this, so say those who
have taken the above stand, would
take some time.
"It Is our Intention." said a member
ol i.p Albuquerque sell "ol bonift. "to
ask that the bill be held up from
effective, in the event of its
l avage,
until January 1, 19i7, as our
entire revenue, almost, Is derived from
this source, and a cutting off of this
revenue would mean that we would
have to go out and Ihmtow the money
to continue operations on until such
a time as a special school tax could
be levied and collected. The cnmmTs-sionerwould make this levy In March
and the first collection would lie made
the following December, and the balance in July, 19(17. So you see, we
would have no income for school purposes until that time unless we borrowed at a good rate of interest.
If
the bill were held up from becoming
effective it would not hurt us so much,
as by that time we would be In shape
with the special school tax that will,
of a necessity, be levied."
A lawyer in this city has been called
"e n to prepare a petition, and Is now
at work drawing it up. When finished, this petition will le signed by the
members of tile local school board
and othtrs Interested, and sent on to
Vegas, Santa Fe and other places,
to lie signed by file momliers of the
school board there.
While there is little doubt but what
the gambling fraternity favor this
move, as it would be to their advantage, inasmuch as It would mean a
postponing of the closing up of their
places for a year or more after the bill
had passed, but as New Mexico has
long been the stamping ground of licensed gambling, it would only mean
the continuance or the evil for the betterment of the public
and for
a sh it time at that, so New Mexico
could well afford to harbor the evil
for a year or so longer. It is contended, however, that the gambling
fraternity are not agitating the petition as much as are those who really
have the public school's welfare and
best interests at heart.
He that aa It may, there Is no denying that with the enforcement ol
'he Littlefield law, the largest item
of revenue of fhe public sch :ol system in the territory, would be withdrawn, and that it would seriously
cripple the schools, temporarily,
at
least cannot be gainsaid.
Although nothing definite has been
decided upon among the members of
the school board here as yet. Inasmuch as there was not a quorum present at Hie last meeting of the board,
R. W. Hopkins, of the school board
state,
to a representative or The
Evening Citizen that the matter of
sending out a petition to congress was
being assitjted. It Is tT)e Intention to
ask congress not to make the law
until the territorial legislature
could meet and make arrangements
for tue increase of the school levy,
which at present Is Mit 7', mflls. As
the legislature d es not meet until
March. i:i7, congress' will be asked
to hold np the law until January.
V.to", n least.
According to the ftare-malaw, the school lanl cannot incur any indebtedness beyond the present fiscal year, therefore, even the
borrowing of funds is denied them,
in ease the law becomes effective,
and until the assessment of a school
levy by the legislature of 1907, no
funds could possibly be forthcoming,
if the revenue from the gambling fra,
tern it y is cut off. beyond the present
levy of 7'4 mills. The matter will be
taken up at the next meeting of the
school board, and In all probability
congress will be petitioned to postpone making the Littlefield bill. In
the event of Its passage, a la- until
January, 1907.
With the
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mountains, came to Allinqni-r-iMyesterday for a load of provis-

up with lard, off o,
wine anil sundry otiier
articles, and aliout in o'clock last
evening was ready t start buck to his
Ho

(rtnJ,

stocked

biissr.,

ranch.
He drove over on North Third
Rtreet, en route to Mountain road, for
achat with a friend, hitching his team
outside.
Uion his return lo tin? vehicle, not
long afterwards, Armijo discovered
that he had hecn rohheil. His lard,
wine, coffee, etc., had been stolen during his s. ion absence..
Armijo deputized himself as a
and while with his nt.se to
the trail, ran into one Onesino Chavez,
along with a
who was Htrucicling
t wenty-pounjar or lard, the Identical
one Armi jo hud purchased, and pi iced
In his wagon.
The fanner collared
Chavez, found Patrolman Wagner and
turned htm over to the otlicer, after
taking hi in to the store of E. Gradi on
North Third street l;:ng enoug'.i to
leave the jar of lard there.
T.ils morning Chavez, claimed he
took nothing but the lard, that he was
irftoxicated at the time, and did it
merely as a joke, being of 111? impression all the time that the lard belonged to a friend of his. As Chavez
was convicted January last 01 steal-Inan :v rcoat. and sentenced to
serve thirty days in J ill, the court
took a dlflernit view :f the mans intent in t'.ie matter, and sentenced
hlni to serve tixty days in tlie cottnry
hastile tliis time.

s

ROBBED OF TICKET HERE
AND ALL OF HIS MONEY

.

JOHN GOODWIN, WHILE WAITING
FOR HIS TRAIN. WAS VICTIM
OF THUGS AT EL PASO.
says that
A reixirt from El Paso
John Ootid win, a sawtnan, recently
employed at Alamog rdo. was sandbagged and rubbed there Wednesday
and
night about 12 o'clock, losing
a ticket to Albuquerque.
,
He had intended to leave for Albuquerque Wednesday night, but missed
his train. Later, while taking a drink
saloon, on the
In the International
corner of Fifth and Santa Fe streets,
lie was met by two nicn.one an American and the other a Mexican. After
they had taken several drinks, u was
suggested 1h:U they go to the dance
hall.
Goodwin started out under protest,
and when they had walked for several minutes. Ixith men Jumped on
him. He was rendered unconscious,
and remained in that condition for
several minutes. Wheji he regained
his senses his money ami ticket were
gone.
He reported the matter to the police and gave a description of the men!
but. all efforts to find them proved unsuccessful.

ECLIPSE LAW NIGHT
WAS BEAUTIFUL ASPECT
What was probably the most beautiful eclipse of the moon ever visible
to residents of Albuquerque, occurred
last night. Earlier in the evening the
great silvery ball shed Its effervescent
rays o'er all this part of the earth,
and It was a moonlight night such as
The
is only seen in New
Mexico.
heavens were clear, with not a cloud
in sight. At about. 11:13 p. m. the
earth's shadow first began to eclipse
the disk of the moon. Rapidly it
traveled across the lunar surfa.-e- , until at 12:1:;, or tlieri abouts. die moon
was as though
was totally eclipsed.
a round covering, the exact size of the
moon, darkly gloomy in the center.
Iges of the
but thinning toward th
moon, was spread
ver the satellite.
Somewhat indiscernible in the center,
the gloom was dispelled at it n eared
the circumference of the lunar lioily.
until, around the edges of the moon.
It was a
beautiful "old rose'' color,
presenting to all viewers a in: st beautiful phenomenon or the stellar system. At Bbout 2:32 o'clock, the moon
passed from the shadow once more
into its natural brilliance, and the
eclipse was over.
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LEAGIE

ANTI-SALOO-

SUPERINDENT

d

RETURNS

IN
FROM A SUCCESSFUL TOUR
WAS AT FLAGSTAFF
ARIZONA
WHEN THE EARTH QUAKED.

Rev. W. W. Havens, superintendent
league In New
for the
.Mexico and Arizona, who lias been abAnti-Saloo-

The lKilice of Alhtiqiu rqne often ak
who have In hand
All committee
themselves these days what use they the preparations
the reception and
would be in else a criminal wanted entertainment of the New Mexico
them and being pursued, should bankers who are lo meet In (his city
succeed In escaping outside of t lie city February 15 and li, for the purpose
limits. It cnlllppt d with cim. etc. 'of nerfertlna- a ticrmanent nrennlza
iney wonder why they could not be Hon to be known as the New Mexico
pounced upon and dragged to jail In Hankers' association, met last night
exactly as legal a manner as o uld In the Commercial club rooms and
the criminal tiny were alter. They discussed ways and means for the
if the criminal would not have ccptlon of tile bankers.
aa excelli nt opportunity to effectually
Kr 111 rejKirts
read at last night's
maKe his escape in the meant inie. mei ing of the different committees
and thus further prey upon society in It. was learned that "early everv bank
his nefarious way.
ing house in Hie territory would have
una train or thought, or soliloquy, a represcntalive
here for the first
perhaps, Is no idle dream, by the by convention, and some of them two or
nut is a condition which really ex- niore delegates, the fact of Governor
ists, for be it known that the local po- llagerman's
reception falling on the
lice force have no commissions,
hi same dale, February 15, having much
present, as deputy sheriffs, which per- to do wllh the interest that la being
mits them to exercise their authority manifested In the coming convention.
outside of the city of Albuquerque.
A program or events and order of
During the administration of Sher- the business to be transacted
was
iff IHibben, the local department was completed at last night's meeting of
gianttd these very necessary docu- the committees, whicih follows In full,
ments, but Perfecio Armijo lias thus and which is to bo subject to change
far failed to distribute them to the by vote of the convention only.
Duke City force.
At present .officers of the police deTHE PROGRAM.
partment have no legal right to make
The outer covering of the program.
arrests outside of the city, and It. is a when printed, will bear the following
fact wvrth knowing that they bto dally pttPnu:
besieged with complaints from rest
"First, meeting of the Hankers of
dents to get this or that person In ad- New Mexico, at Albuquerque, Februjoining villages. A policeman can ary 15 and 16, 190G, called for the
even be arrested if caught outside of purpose of forming a Territorial
town with a concealed weapon on Bankers' association."
his person and the charge made to
stand.
ORDER OF PROCEEDINGS.
A few days ago a commission was
(Subject to change by vote of the
asked of the sheriff's department for convention.)
n twtltenman
tt e.,tva a
i a niuhn
Thursday, February 15, 1906.
warrant outside of the city limits. It
Convention called to order at 10
was limited to a few days, however.
a. m., by C. N. Black well.
and not relishing such a document, a o'clock
Prayer by Rev. A. O. Harrison.
commission was secured
constable's
Address of welcome by Mayor
Instead.
M Kee.
The concensus of opinion Is that an Frank
Address of welcome by W. S. Hopeunderstanding will shortly be reached:
between the police and sheriff de-- l well, president of the Commercial
partnients, that commissions will bej club.
Address of welcome by O. N. Mar-ron- .
exchanged and a harmony brought
on behalf tif the bankers or Albuabout which will albw the two de-- j querque.
partnients to work together, and thus
Organization
accomplish that one purjiose for
tat Temporary chairman,
which both are organized, namely.
of' C (b) Temporary secretary.
for the quick running to earth
nimilices
criminals.
1. On order of business.
t
T T T T T T T T T T T
2. On constitution and
A'ternoon, 2 O'clock.
Report of committee on order of
CHURCH, CLUB AND
business.
Report of committee on constitution
SOCIAL GATHERINGS
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'Dora Thorna"

"Tompkins'

Tuesday

Hot

rrf

Finish"

Itiursday "Are
Friday - New

You an Odd

Fellow?"

te

Ladies

Furniture, Carpets

Ceadwood Dick"

--

and
vaudeville
tures between every net.

ami

Nomination and election cf

iierma-nen-

t

officers.

Special convocation of Rio Grande
chapter No. 4, this evening, at 7:30
o'clock. Work in the M. K. Master's
degrte. Hy order of the H. 1'. J. C.
Ferger, secretary,

Installation cr officers elected.
Address by R. J. Palen, president of
the First National bank, Santa Fe.
Practical Banking Questions
Discussion limited to thirty
minutes for each topic; open to
all delegates for Die minute address; time to be extended by
iinanini nis cousent.)
Evening.
Reception to Governor Hagermnn,
by the Commercial club.
Friday, February, 16, 1906.
Convention called to order My the
president.
Prayer by Rabid Jaoob H. Kaplan.
Address by Governor Klngerman.
Practical Banking Questions
( Discussion
limited to thirty
minutes for each topic; open to
all delegates for live minute address; time lo lie extended by
unanlm.iis consent.)
Selection of time and place for next
(

and Draperies :

fea-

We carry a complete stock of
motors for alternating and direct
r
currents.

.0

s.

Mat-son'-

ELKS' THEATRE

HOUSE

WIRING

Saturdavjeb,

The program for the Women's club
this afternoon will be in the hands or
the literary department members, and
all the subjects will be chosen from
literature dealing with the south and
its environments, and the music will
follow the same lines.

Southwestern

ID.

Electric &

Announces

Florence Roberts

I0H.-P- .

Construction

6. 1. Induction Motor

216 South Second

WITH

MAX FIGMAN

This evening at 8 o'clock the members of the Epworlh League of the
First Methodist church will give a reception to ail new members or the
church and league in the social rooms
:f the church, coiner or Ixad avenue
and Third street. All members of the
league are requested to Ik? In attendance, and the public in general Is extended a cordial invitation to be present.
evening at the residence of Mr.
and Mrs. McClurkeu. Miss A. MacAl-pine- ,
a teacher In the Presbyterian
Sunday school, entertained the members of her clas. Games were played
during the course .f the evening and
refreshments served. A novel feature
of rhe evening was the writing by
each one present of a love story, the
adjectives of which hail
left out.
and which had to be supplied by the
writer. To make It more novel each
adjective had to be the name of some
tree or plant. Following Is a nst or
those present:
Grace Grimmer, Mary Ramsay, Carrie McClurken, Henrietta Welklng,
Ijiurlne Frederickson,
Ruth
leah Strachan, Kathryn Grimmer,
Mattie May IKwIson, Anna Imitman,
Nellie Strahan, I.ydia Planning. Hazel Zirhutt,
Rene Bradley, Hazel
Thompson and Louie MeClurke,n;
Bruce Ramsey, Harry Wolklng, Wayne
Dultman, William McCilurken,
together with Mr. and Mrs. McClurken
and the hostess of the party,
Miss
lx-e-

i

Night
Wednesday, Feb.

HIGH

SCHOOL

Introducing the Big "6" Comedians:
Clarence Powell, James Crosby, Fred
Simpson, Happy Bureguard, Frank
Kirk, Lester McDanlels and
40 Emperor of Minstrelsy
40
New and Bewildering Sights, Scenes
and Sensations without a parallel In
the Minstrel World!
PRICES: 50, 75 and $1. Seats on sale
at Matson's Monday, Feb. 12.

cocoooocoooo:

HAVANA CIGARS
Sold by all Dealers
Rich and Fragrant

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company
ST. AND RAILROAD

AVE.

MAKER

1l

mixes and kneads
bread thoroughly
ia Three Minutes.
The hands do
not touch the
douw'h.

X

Restaurant

YOUNG

LADY STUDENTS OF IN
STITUTION WILL DO THE WAR
RIORS HONOR SATURDAY.

120

J

STEAM

CARPET

CLEANING

THORNTON 1 ho Cloanor
Cleans everything.
He la the
Furniture Man. Moving, packing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and Is no upstart at
the business. There Is no other Just Thornton. Both 'phones.
737 South Walter Street.

JEMEZ HOT

to

i

SPRINGS

J

STAGE LINE

Carries the United States mall;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or in
B. BLOCK. Proprietor. Perea, N. M.

Crown Studio
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
215 H West Railroad Ave.
Auto Phone, 320.

Albuquerque

Pollock's

BALL lfcAM TO FEAST

-

XXXXXXXXDCOC

The Best Place to Eat

BASKET

CLUB ROOM

La Gamini

ri'

linstrels

8 AMPLE AND

O'o.0000'00'00'0s0smoke:

FOURTH

GEORGIA

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

i 2 0 West Railtcad Avenue

Pringles's
FAMOUS

V

Finest Whiskies

BaRNETT, Prop'r.

JOSEPH

Q

o o o o

The St. Elmo

..JM

,

.

Triumphant Tour

Richard &

Cnfi'ilshid

business.
Afternoon.
Drive around the city.
Evening.
Banquet at the Alvarado.
Committees.
Finance and Arrangement W. S.
Strickler. chairman; M. W. Flournoy
and .1. B. llertidon.
Banquet Commit tei- W. H. Gillen- water, chairman ; Frank McKee, Roy
McDonald and W. .1. Johnson.
Kntt rtainment
Committee R. M.
Merritt. chairman; N. Kapler and A,
R. Frow.
O. mmcrdal
Club Executive Com
mittee W. S. llocell, chairman; C
R. Newcomer. W. S. Strickler, M. W.
Flournoy, O. N. Matron. .oa Ilfeld,
Wallace Hesseldeii, (',. I.. Brooks and
J. C. Baldrldsr.

it

THE FITTESTI

0

and Lumber Cars; Sfcaftlar.
Pulleys, Grade Bars. Dabblt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts (or
Bulldlccs.
Repair on Mining end Mill Maohlnory a Bpoclalty
Albnque-rque- ,
Foundry east dde ot railroad track.
M. M.

THE PLAYERS:
James E. Wilson Florence Robinson
Eugene Ormonde Adelaide Manola
Robert McWade
Ruth Allen
Lucius Henderson Lucile Yorke
Joseph Hazleton
Mary Bertrand
Gregory Rodgers Lillian Armsby

Elks'Opera House

'

ft. P. MALL, Proprietor

Iron and Brans Castings; Ore, Coal

Alice M.

Seats on sale at Matson's, Thursday,
l ob. 8 th, at 9 o'clock.
PRICES, 75c, $1.00, $1.50.

0

Machine Works

Foundry and

Albuquerque

New Modern Play by

on vent ion.

Street

1WHUUUJMB1

Strength of
the Weak...

Twenty-elght- h

Go.

Agents General Electric Co., Crocker, Wheeler Co.

IN

OF

SPECIALTY.

Fixtures

JOHN CORT

A SURVIVAL

A

Electric, Gas & Combination

One Night Only

'

Regular services this evening at
Temple Albert at 7:45. Kabbl Alfre,
T. Oodshaw, of Cincinnati, Ohio, will
occupy the pulpit. livery one is invited.

t

r

Free Monday Night

Providing seats are secured at
Prlcea, 15c, 25c, 35c,

A

f

f5

Hyde"

Wed'da-"Or.Jekylland-

i

Eat.

.

-

Monday

AVENUE

I

sent from the city the past three SHERIFF'S CONDITION
Mca Alpine.
weeks on a lecture and organizing
tour through Arizona, visiting FlagREMAINS THE SAME
DANCE!
DANCE!
DANCE!
staff, Phoenix. Tvmpe and Mesa,
AT COLOMBO
HALL
FRIDAY
where r using meetings were held and
CLERK SUMMER3 IS NIGHT. GENTLEMEN 50c. LADIES
branch organizations effected, has re- PROBATE
FREE.
SOME
REBETTER TODAY
turned to Albuquerque.
PORTS FROM SICK BEDS.
Rev. Havens was in flagstaff at the
time of the recent earthquake. He
The condition "f I'crf.v'o Armijo,
states that he v. an sitting in the de- who is confined at
the hospital serGood Things to
pot waiting tor a train when the first iously ill with
pneumonia, remains the
shock was felt, lie says that at first same as yesterday when an Improve,
he thought the train had struck the (incut was reported.
The many friends
depot, and that the floor of the depot of the sheriff heard the g'Xid news to
TURKEYS
GEESE
seemed 'o rise up, and the sensation day with a feeling of relief as the
HENS
was much like thai or ttie swaying of outlook is now bright for his ultimate
SPRING CHICKENS
a (iiai li on a rough piece of track Ev- recovery.
BROILERS
erybody was in the street running
The attending physician of Probate
OYSTERS
hither :iml thither, be stated, and the Court Clerk J. A. Summers Informs
Spinach, Green Beans, Cauliinmates f a gambling place near by, The Evening Citizen this afternoon
flower, Lettuce, Tomatoes, Arti.
ran into the s'reet a ml looked up to- that Mr. Summers shows signs of Imchokes, California Lettuce, Celward the hiavens as though praying provement and Is resting very comery.
forgiveiines for their past misdeeds. fortably today.
WEINER SAUSAGE
Rev. Haeiis stated tlrat almost $S00
BOLOGNA SAUSAGE
was pledged by the people of the
MORTUARY.
RING SAUSAGE
above nam d tortus for the good of
LIVER SAUSAGE
.in 'hat his trip was a dethe can-"'Tom Pierce.
CERVELAT SAUSAGE
Rev. Havens will recided Mi'T- iBOILED HAMS
Lat night about 8 o'clock, Tom
Thursday, when he Pierce,
main here i
a vouii? fa Pillar 9ll viiflia nf
CHIPPED BEEF
Phoenix, where lie win (age, formerly
returns t
of Lake, City, Iowa, who
Swiss Cheese, Brick Cheese,
..
make Lis headquarters for about three lion V.
,kU ciiy
im-me past eigm
Neufchatel Cheese, L'mburger
works through the weeks for inthetiiiobenefit
months whib'
Cheese, Sierra Cheese, Camem-ber- t
of his health,
southern part "t t'.iat territory.
died from the ravages of tuberculosis,
Cheese, Roquefort Cheese,
at his residence at 707
Fromage de Brie, etc.
Iron aveHAVE YOU SEEN THOSE SIGNS nue. The body will beEast
shipped lo
A
ON THE CARS THAT MEAN
Auburn. Iowa, tonight, accompanied
BASKET BALL GAME BETWEEN by J. W. Chandler, an uncle of the deTHE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEX- ceased
ICO AND THE HIGH SCHOOL TO.
'Pood TMnj to Eat."
for THe CTTTzen and get
NIGHT IN THE CASINO, AT :'5
tl.e tiew.
P. M..
'

Hth el
Tucker
Stock Co.

fr

RAILROAD

WEST SILVER

AVENUE.

3CODODOOOOOOOOCOOOOCOOC)OfJ

Novelty

Works

F. 8. HOPPING, Proprietor
321 8outh Second 8treet
Just received, large shipment

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

of

Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Tribune Bicycles.
Repairing cf all.
kinds. Before buying give us a call.

WISH TO KAT a good
Tomorrow afternoon at Park liall
PIONEER BAKERY
enchiladas on ttie Mexican
there will be doings. A feast is to be style. r to South Third Btreet, corner
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
served, and In the e."S of young peo- of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will be
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
ple, good things to ,n and doings are served promptly at any hour of the
ST. AND RAILROAD AVE. WEDD1NO CAKE3 A SPECIALTY
FOURTH
synoiiomous.
niglit. Prices will be from 25c to 30e.
We desire patronage and we guarAt C o'clock Ihe
stive board will
antee first class baking.
& CO.i
bo ready for the reception of the M. GRENADINO
207 8. First Street.
Albuquerque.
guests of honor, vx. the basket Imll
Win n you want something in the
team of the. central Ugh school. The
&
0. W. Strong's Sons
dainty fingers of tie- young lady stu
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.
dents or this Ins' it ir ion of learning, House
LOANS
STRONG BLOCK.
Go To
are to prepare the ..rlleleg Included
In the menu. This
ave but sman
Automatlo phone 4S1.
doubt that everytliin:.' will not bo the
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.
323 South Second St.
finest ever inline ie
between the
or
II
h' st nrlee nald for
teeth
idiron warriors,
household
a band of
why the bail
and Is likewise a re.i-o1.
iiLht
tossers should voluti' 'r to criticisms
and sold. Phoneft:
THE CELEBRATED
Stores
L'K2; House
unless they wish to bo forevermore
Ulack 203.
Superintendents
Falrvlew
tod
oil graces
of
ostracised from the
Santa liarbara Cemeteries.
Ihe young ladies. A pleasing
pro
gram of procedure Lis leen arrangMONUMENTS
ed and a dcligli''' ! time is anticipated.
201 211 N. Second St., Both Phones.
IK YOU
liiiii li ami

,

RANKIN

Furnishing Line

CO.

Chas. L. Kcppeler

UNDERTAKERS

ii

IS.--

COME

AND

HAVE

A

term;

SMILE

WITH US; BE A PLEASURE TO
YOURSELF AND YOUR FRIENDS.
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
THESE ARE THE INSTRUCTIONS
OF ST. VALENTINE, WHO IS MAKRoom 17. N. T. Armijo Building.;
ING HIS HEADQUARTERS
WITH
8. E. NEWCOMER. AT HIS BOOK
elds, coiik'hf, bronchitis and all
STORE. JUST NORTH OF THE luni; diHi use.-ue Compound Syrup
POSTOFFICE.
fi cents u bottle at
of Kii'H'M'iu

!

SPECIAL!
ORANGES.

PER BOX,

sis r

TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF
THIS
PRICE, AS ORANGES WILL BE
HIGHER IN PRICE ON ARRIVAL
OF NEXT CAR.
THE JAFFA CROCERY CD.
'Good Thinys to Eat."

O. P. o.
WHISKEY

s'-- -

1

DANCE!
DANCE! DANCE!
HALL
FRIDAY
AT COLOMBO
NIGHT. GENTLEMEN 50c. LADIES

OOOCCOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOC

Woollon

&

Myer.

Real Estate
AND

Ranches

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers.
FRANKTORT, KT

RENTALS

and

Farms

MELINI & EAKIN
Bole Agenu.

FREE-

CORN
$1.15 A HUNDRED.
AT PALMFR'8.
,0l NORTH FIRST STREET.

Bottled in Bond.

Correspondence Solicited.
IL'I S Third Si..
ALIJl'Ql'KKQUE
N.
OOOOCOCC'

....

Albuquerqua, N. M.
Automatlo Phone,
M.

199.

A

PAGE SIX.

LUUOUEKQUE
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r minium

A mOSS THE CONTINENT IN
HOURS AND FIFTEEN MINUTES
TWENTY-SI-X
""

"fcaS

lommtiincation Made tLasy

A Hlclimond
Vn man ,il.,1 Wvihi
two widows and a fiancee.
He certainly showed wisdom In dying.

El Paso & Southwestern System

Mrfl.

YorkeS-Mlzn-

ROCKED

rtJt

nnai-om- J

er

()

(f)
J

miles
Traveling at the rale of
the highest sKid attained
by any of the comixtlng auto nrivoiis
at the au'.i meet at Ormond, Fia. an
aut:molAo .would travel from New
Vork to .n Francisco in 2G hmirs and
15 minutes.
Leaving New York at 6 o'clock in
the morning, it would cover tlie 900
miles to Chicago In seven hours and
60 minute?, i'u-i.Chlcaao to Omaha,
483 miles, the speedln:? machine would
consume three hours and 51 minutes
more, wlii!" it w uhi cover the l.Mti'J
miles between Omaha and 0;:,!.n In
ighl Iiours ami 2ii minutes End land
six hours and n
in San 1'r.i 'ii I;
minutes lutei or nt 5:35 a. in., altir
deduciins: the time gained lift wren
cistern n:ic and coast time.

4

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

1:'"' 15

Walt-hour-

4
4

4
o

.

A A

111

n men
9. A 9.

9.

A

1:3
1:55
1:5S
1:12 3
9.

seconds

seo.nds

4
4
4
4
4
4

1

A

This Is I'.ntty fa Ft traveling, but it he re ot U ii not sub.-- t ani late the
r' n. i; inns: he borne in mind
j much faster than ? railroad
speed, tha; t he r.iromobiie traveled Its
train, t : 'fling nt its maxinu
nil" in a "burst ef si.od." No
cover the distance When Mar-jr- ,
pace
riott annihilated space nt the Ormond..ne c, nun, Is Chat such a terrific
he maintains! frr any great
m. et by reeling ofi a mile in the
"lime of :28
seconds thero:anee. It is tair, then, t io mpnre the
"bursts of speed" of railroad
was considerable comment to the
f t that this was much better tinieUains with the automobile record,
than Is made bv railroad trains. Put In May, li.l, the Km i ire Suite Ex- is not

rec-cnil-

mar-coul-

s

d

ef-he-

i

GALLUP REJGICB

STILL BOOSTING FOR

A.

4

:2S 15

Prank Marriott, In automoliile
Kallrcnd train, Plant System
motor cycle
R. A.
Salvater, running race, horses
Pacing, Pan Patch
Trot tins, l.ou Dillon
W. G. ticrge. miming race bet wo

4

)

THE KELLY

4

FASTEST MILES EVER TRAVELED.

4
4

an hour

'

J

lress, on the New York Central, traveled one mile In 32 seconds, or at the
rate of 112 miles an hour. The Plant
system established the record for fast
runs in this country In a run between
Jacksonville and Fleming In, March,
1
when five consecut.it ve miles
wire covered in 2:30, a mile in every
:lu seconds, or within 1
seconds of
the record made at Ormond Peach
liur week. The train on the Plant
system, if it traveled from New York
to San Francisco, ft the speed It attained on Its record run. would covei
the 3,25u milts in 27:50, cr one hour
and 15 minutes slower than the automoliile drivi n by Marriott.
The present running time hetwton
New York an J San Francisco is lot!
hours, mail train schedule, it is not
probable that ttiis time will be ma
terially lowond soon.

aafMliM.ivtrfrMiittiMh:

DENVER
"Publier wound up his connection

with the bank brilliant ly, dld'nt he?"
"Ilriilinntly ? How ho?" --

THE HALL OF HASBEENS.
Candidate for membership Justice

IN

"Ilrighton seems to be very much
interested in literature."
Naturally he is. You know he
makes his living doing book reviews."
Ilrighton does?"
"Certainly.
He's an expert accountant."

HE

IS

FIRST

HUMOROUS

C0U?0.S

...

NOT ILlFPfcl)

"Scenic Line of the World"
Shortest and quickest line frem
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springe, and all Colorado point.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all line east and weit Time aa quick
and ratea aa low as by other lines.

ATTORNEY
VISITS ROSWELL
John C. Wallis. one of the most
eminent attorneys of Chicago who
has been employed by the United
States? reclamation service to look
after legal business pertaining to the
reclamation projects in the west left
after a visit at Roswell, Bays the Record. He made a careful examination
of the papers of the Water Users
assosiation of the Hondo reservoir.
He says he found them In good condition and the preparation of the papers reflected excellent credit to
Fred Hunt of the U. S. G. S. He
Mr.
visited the Hondo reservoir.
Wallis went to Carlsbad from Roswell
where he will meet Consulting Engineers W. H. Saunders and P. M. Hall
and he will look into legal matters
there In regard to the reclamation
work that will be done by the gov
ernment at Carlsbad.

10,000 PEOPLE

L.

NOW

..... --

G R A NDE
SYSTEM

Deuel, of New York.

Heister Prophesied Water Enough Developed to
Cover Needs For Many
Great Things For Kelly
Years to Come.
Many Years Ago.

AND

RIO

"Why, he was fired."

RECLAMATION

DEATH OF

R. STILES
Gen. Pass. Agent.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

DIVERTED RIVER THREATENS

OVER HER WELL

DISTRICT!

V.

General Agent.

M0NJAY

MONDAY

.

J

--

Sho-tes- t,
quickest, therefore, the beat. The only way with two through
traina daily, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation dining cara, chair cars and eoachea. For ar.y trip, anywhere, any time
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

CARNETT KING

ttONDAI

127

Rock Island , System

SLEEP..

TO

For full particulars see any agent, or addreaa

N$jSfgX

TUESDAY

HIMSELF

1

Between the Great Southwett end Kaniaa City, St. Louie, Chicago,
and all pointa North and Eatt by the

n,m.

MtVYORK

CHICAGO

ynumj.

MOST ANYTHING

tlons as though she had been In the
life Insurance business In New York.

f

9, 1906.

mm"i

Gallup Is in luck, it lies in the
Special Correspondence.
Kelly, N. M., Feb. 8 Many years (center of a great artesian water belt.
ago, when this writer prophesied a uanup owns an anesmu ru
with
great future for Kelly, small attention capable of supplying this citydomes-as
Itching Piles.
was paid to the prediction. In mining 'an ubundance of water for all
If you are acquainted with anyone
in other branches of human on-- 1 tic purposes and for fire protection,
who-itroubled with this distressing
deavor there are always two classes; A hole in the ground 1,000 feet deep
ailment, you can do him no greater
inches In diameter is at pres
the first full ot nope and taltn mil and ten
favor than to tell him to try
lionaires today and paupers touior ent one of the greatest assets this
Salve. It gives instant relief.
row. The figures on an assayer's cer- city has.
A short time ago the people of this
This salve also cures sore nipples
tificate having the magic power to
"
tetter and salt rheum. PTice 25 cents.
make or mar their happiness. Deny- city were called on to vote borwts to
For sale by all druggists.
ing themselves the luxuries and some raise the money to sink the well.
Atl nt?
FLOOD-TIDtimes the necessitlts ot life, with a There was some opposition to this. THE COLORADO'S
not '
faith as solid as the vast ribs of rock Parties who were familiar werecould
CHAGE OF ADDRESS
IRRIGATION
DOWN
SWEEPS
through which thev bore, they toll on. backward in saying that water
SETbeAND MENACES
DITCHES
was
well
found
the
where
not
be
the
for
class
consists
second
'The
The postoffiee address of the New
They ing sunk, political matters were even
TLERS OF IMPERIAL VALLEY.
most part, of Missourians.
Mexico Agricultural College has been
but
want to examine the goods. Well, brought to bear on the question,
c'hanged from Mesilla Park by the esand everyUing
l.os Angeles, Feb. tf. Because the
the croakers are scattered. Some are regardless of politics
tablishment of a postofllce at the colherding sheep; others snapping up else the people of Gallup went to the Colorado river built a natural dam
lege under the name of "Agricultural
any old job insuring "grub." Many of polls and practically unanimously vot for itself, without consulting ute men
to get wafer in chargu of a great Irrigation enterCollege." Express and freight adthe "Mangel s und Rattlers" are car- ed $10,000 to be usedman
$
who voted prise, lii.Otiu people, now sealed in
dresses will bo as heretofore. The
rying yellow watches and bank books. for this city. Every
proper addresses for the Institution
They enjoy their "dinners" at night, "yes" can be proud of himself, he the Imperial valley, are in danger ot
are as f dlows:
and while the children are getting a was one of those who hns helped ueing swept to death.
blessings
College,
Agricultural
Postofllce
little "polish" at Las Cruces, the old bring one of the greatest
About Six years ago a project was
"to oV.tj J fi?
man polishes drill heads, confident that was ever given Gallup
N. M.
started to reclaim the Colorado desert
This paper took a decided stand tor ay t'i;piiig the Colorado river will,
Telegraph Ofllce I.as Cruces, N. M.
that a few shots more and he will
the bond Issue; it devatea consider .real irrigation canals one of the
Express Office Mesilla. N. M.
break into the "Silver Pipe."
up
space
looked
to the matter;
These few remarks anent the fact able
biggest scnemes of its kind ever atFreight Office Mesilla Park, N. M.
a
case,
got
Mindful the law bearing on the
tempted in the world. Hud not Nature
that Kelly has "arrived."
the proved contrary, this once barren of its own accord, so that the reclathat Kelly has very lately been writ- tstatemen of the formation of well
TOUR EUROPE FREE
ten up from a mining and business country, the cost of sinking the
desert might have furi'Mied happy mation company has but uided Nature
stardpoint, the writer will only say: and placed the questions before the bullies for thousands of families until in hastening her plans.
It is litt:e more than five years THE COURIER-JOURNAOur ore bodies are widening, new people of Gallup in as intelligent a the end of time, but Nature proved
TO TAKE
properties have manner as tho editor was capable of. tu be ;i iiosi without which, as usual. since the lirst water was turned into
finds are reported;
YOUNG
WOMEN
NINETEEN
comnm
the Colorado desert, and in that time
changed hands; other deals are on; tvery euon was useu in uie
his sorrow.
ABROAD AS ITS GUESTS.
livlu r,.ekoned lo,,.,,
necessity,
paper
i,ethe
show
to
Ih( ,,,,:,
,..,n.,i
people have settled on the
lo.ooo
Kellv is building and Improving. Are of this
f a place. The soil is incredibly fertile.
Is conducting
iiu8 n fau
dollars and cents the sum total of of a water supply und that the best ills, llu r1()1.aii
The Courier-Journwas
,
get
tne
way
vote
to
one
water;,
to
The people of
niw
The Imperial canal being di posits left by the Colorado a popularity contest that eclipses anyhuman happiness?
pa- - .,
the
instances
In
several
bonds.
,i.e irrigation duct was river ever since time began. The thing of tlie kind ever promoted in
Kellv think not.
We have a large nnd prosperous per was criticised for the stand ti named has a drop of three feet to most flourishing conditions attended that section. Briefly, the Courier
of
was
accused
took,
Vegas,
editor
and the
n mil
school. M'ss Perber of Las
The dam re'ards the water, the growth of the colonies substan- - Journal proposes to take on a seven-week- s'
standing in' to neip goi uouus "'",iim!; enough for much of the detritus tlal brick packing houses were erect- is principal. As a teacher Miss Bertour abroad nineteen young
to be used to raise money to go into lof which the Colorado carries an ed and comfortable homes built, bev- - women from Kentucky and southern
ber leaves nothing to be desired.
the
editor
All
pockets
few.
a
of
Cathin
the
soon
the
published
newspapers
Certainly.
are
The
era!
Churches?
amount to sett'e, and
Indiana, nil expenses paid, from the
that imnieiise
olics are well represented by a church has to say Is that he believed hapthe river had buiil a natural dam town. One ot them, the Submarine, day tho party leaves Louisville, July
would
happened
now
has
interesting
priest.
outsiilown
what
is
particularly
a
nnd
to
resident
of their
12, until it returns to "The Old Kenfor Itself.
The first time the river
had rs. The valley is many feet below tucky Home," August 2!l. To give all
rose, after this natural dam
The spiritual welfare of the Protest- pen and that Gallup, the city, would
by
supply
water
get
beneeded
much
Mr.
its
Rev.
It
strength,
sea
"Submarine
the
by
and
level
grown to tremendous
the
tho
ants la looked after
a chance the Courier-Journhas dicolumns
The drilling deeper the well already start- gan to run through the canal. At announces in lis
that vided Ixmisville and Kentucky and
Porter, late of Kansas City.
says that he ed. Gallup now has the water, and first this was not considered serious, "Neighbor Brown has gone to the Southern Indiana into eighteen disreverend gentleman
feels nearer heaven here than in he the first coupons on the bonds have but the promoters of the scheme soot surface today."
tricts, and the most popular young
Of course, it will take the Colo- woman from each district is to be the
lid in K. C. and we of Kelly, being a not been dinned.
became alarmed as tlie mighty cur- i
euum
i,
1
years
up,
fill
sink,
preweuL
Salton
the
through
Ignore
the
that
euj
rado
puffed
fact
lie
the
to
pounded
of water
one to make the tour. Tho nineteenth
little
town board is to tie congrauiiau o on ni'tiflrlsil duct which had been con- - about L'eu feet, but long before the young lady Is to be selected In anhe alluded to the altitude.
.
,
water which luas carved out the Grand other way. Readers of the Courier- Amusements? Oh, yes. A regular the success of Us venture, a reptib- - .
theater. Good hall; well appointed lican board straight through has, (;V(,rllm(,,lt experts were sent for Canyon has found the lowest point In Journal are to select the guests for
stage, and a troupe of actors good brought to this city one of the great- -- lmnH. ljatt,v
not t,lUo ti,(Rl, the rim of hills surrounding tlie val- the paper, by ballot. It Is estimated
u.
enough to travel. AnJ all this was est boons that Gallup has ever rerealize that ley, and has a chance to run away to that the trip alone will cost the Cour
poll!(, t.vt,r turn the the sea again, the towns and fertile
;( lllir.Cle
brought about by home talent ana celved. Regardless of politics the m
about 113.000, to Bay
auhome nerve. Chlneworth and Allen town noard snouia receive mein Gal- - river back into its old channel. From fields of Imperial valley will be sub- nothing of incidental and other neces
siuns which these men can read In merged.
sary expenses. There may be a young
do fine work in their special line. dits of every property owner
far as that goes In theIt ,ue rocks. It is believed thai the river
When this happens, and the Colo- woman from this section who is a
Jim Conners dances as few men can lup and asMcKlnley
county.
Had
at soin,. prehistoric aue had emptied rado river becomes an inland sea. candidate for this tour.
dance. James Hilton swings Indian center of
Write the
presclubs until the observer would swear not been for the action of this been into the Salton sea, which It Is now the climate of all Southern California Courier-Journa- l,
Louisville, Ky., for a
have
never
might
iIo;iil'. And these same wiseacres es- - will be changed, and it would not list of candidates and full details of
ho (Hilton) was handling a million ent board it
"
known that Gallup lies In an artesian lima'e that In about 1.000 years tire be strange to see
instead of two.
sins In the tour.
means
eventually
be
the
H. M. Morteusen is an all 'round belt tha will
river would have changed Its course the row of millionaire homes of which
this
to
capital
to the channel of the Imperial ditch Pasadena at present boast.
musician violin and guitar specialist, of brlnplng settlers and
MASK BALL!
MASK BALL!
AT
and our quartet is good enough for part of the country.
HALL,
WEDNESCOLOMBO
a
of
center
in
Gallup,
the
situated
Kelly, and that is Faying much.
DAY, FEBRUARY 14. PRIZES GIVEN
semi-ari- d
- In
region,
lO
COMMITTED
WIFE
valleya
JOHN
DUFFY,
OF LAS
Messrs. pride and Sanborn, Agnew fertile
TICKTHE BEST MASKERS.
THE INSANE ASYLUM. TO
VEGAS, SHOT IN THE LEG.
has struck what is better thin a go
and Morteusen can certainly deliver
ETS, 75c, ADMITTING
LADIES.
'
sufficient
wtter
Delgado,
flow
anu
a
of
of
mine,
The wife of Martin
John puffy, of I.as Vegas, received
the goods. Put as grin starters
giggle builders allow us to present Irrigate the thousands of acres of tl'U i .i bullet wound in the calf of his leg (SalUnas Springs, was committed to She Miaht Have Died from Paralysis
Republican.
unGallup
soil.
rich
hospital after examination
Tu, lav that will keep him laid up the
Caused by Scarlet Fever, but Was
Pride and Sanlwrn. When they
dertake to amuse you they succeed.
quite a while. "Bob" Burns had before Chief Justice Mills, says the
Cured by Sloan's Liniment.
WATCH
THAT
feel
INHERITED
grin,
and
You first smile, then
'reached
Piloxi, Miss.
a
hilarious and dangeross Optic. Tlie husband arriu-- in the
STOLE.
ONCE
and
JAMES
you
JESSE
comfortable, then
feel better
,.je, "bv bv!;lng too long unin the city with his unfortunate wife while Dr. Karl S. Sloan:
forget
!.,.
you
Finally
week
w'.'.o
begin to laugh.
Walter 11. Kibbcy,
Dear Sir Four years ago my little
l'e.
(wine that was red," and was going to Judge Mills was absent in S.m'a
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i The man occupied a small hou-i
!!
that your woodpile Is low, and house tendered his r situation
in iirl was dangerously 111 with Scarlet
out from his room with a
of
$7S
you
lack
and
rent due and that
United Slates district
oter, when Puffy interfered, and In the rear of Stern & Naiun's. While Fever. She seemed to lie dying; her
having a nickle. You forget every- wh has moved from Tucson to Pres-cott- , ir:ng to dissuade Burns from his pur- - he was shoeing his liorscs the wife head was drawn back and she suffered
You
Sanborn.
and
thing but Prl le
.
slipped out at the back door ami with agony. The doctor tried remedy after
where he will practice law with
received a ball In the leg.
act as though you're drunk, but you're Attorney I!, neral Clark, has just reher small child in her arms, walked remedy, but failed to relieve the pain,
not. You talk lovingly to your wife. ceived a gold watch which has a his
Sloan's
fine Minute Couch Cure contain not twelve miles before she c tild be over-- until as a last, resort he used experito
forget
you
you
get
home,
"When
torv, says the Tucsoh Citizen.
.ken. It is believed that she can be Liniment. My child began to
an
,,,,( mi in v iiarn nil unii'b. and it
put the" clock out or wind the cat. but
ence relief immediately, and is living
The time piece was inherited by ha
en c.rin., c.cos, col. ..4, cioup cured.
seek your pillow and childhood's hap- Mr. Klbbev from his grandfather, an,
and well today. I always keep Sloan's
it
thai
io;,4
noit,,,iit.r
coii"h mi
py sleep to dream of Bridge and San- Judgo llurlsn!, who died in Indiana
Liniment In the house now, and use it
and
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tu
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born.
for every cmergneey.
hadl,,-,,,,.,
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watch
as:o.
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The
a
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who
about
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Hon't ib eeive yourself. If yon have
iiu
We are not stuck up, but are really been owned by the grandfather
Gratefully yours,
choking
forNl,
a
rni,i
vcur
iu.Iin stiou take K.Mol Pyspepsia
u.al. ol
proud of our hustling mining camp forty years and was made to order to f,,,mli((
P. A. St. AMANAT.
Cough
.
Cur-roup with One Minute
1' will relieve you.
V. K.
and believe that anyone thinking of duplicate an older one which had been(., ,n, ir,ln,iy.
druggists.
Sold by all
llocatt. South Mills. N. C. savs:
chanirlnir location and not having a
o
V 17' I I
LI
wa.-- , troubled with Indigestion f r sevthrough ticket for heaven would do lost.
In
the
was
Judge
Purbank
While
I n'e scene
YOUNG LADY INJURED
eral
to
whatever
Vtais;
well to some to Kelly.
)N A RUNAWAY,
and CURE f he LUNGS
Indian service under President I.in cause heartburn, sour stomach,
A. l.AWRKNCK HF1STF.U.
coin, and traveling in Nebraska, the
get;..r.i!
of my heart, flit
T,,Sl,HV ' Miss M ir0ebstel, sister
and
James
by
up
Jesso
was
held
ty ,in,-gi- st
,,f mind and body.
WITH
Never Gripe or Sicken.
nhes. of Santa Fe,
gang. Tho crder to shell out
re, onimended Kodol, and it has
.r.rt.M ,,v ,.,,. thrown from a
They never gripe or sicken, but his
the
with,
compiled
and
was promptly
h ittv. Miss Proebstel and Miss w li rliied me. I can now e.it anvtl.in,'
cleanse and strengthen the stomach bandits
took the watch as part of liains were driving near the Indian and sleep soundly at i.Ukt." Ko,i
liver and bowels. This Is the unlver their booty.
was
later
piece
The time
hool in that city, when tho horse digests what you eat, makes the
a! verdi't of the many thousands
by Judgo Burbank.
to stomach sweet. Palat.tU"
Price
became frightened and manag-0NSUMPTI0N
who use peWitt'g Little Early Risers
.Soli
60c i. $1.00
vert urn the buggy In a bad place on enlng and affords quick relit?.
0UGHS and
These famous little pills relieve head
SYKES TOOK . OFF THE LID.
Free Trial.
the side of the roud. Both the occu-pin'- uy all druggists.
ache, constipation, biliousness, Jaun
Where Is Brother Charles Syke'a
were thrown out, but Miss Wildice, torpid liver, sallow complexion,
For coins, coughs, bronchitis and all
religion that he so forgot hinuelf as liams was uninjured. The horse ran
Surest und Uuicnoat Cure ior all
etc. Try Utile Karly Risers.
lung diseases, use Compound Srup
THROAT and LUNO TROUBto Btart a fight In a saloon on Sun- a hort distance and was caught.
50
a
cents
of Kuralyptua.
bottle at
LES, or WONK1 BACK.
For ahamv Portlaud
Subscribe for Tne Citizen and get day night?
Ruppe's.
Try a Citizen want ad.
(Ore.) New Age.
tha newt.
--

PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR

CARS.
On

all through train. No tlreaome
delaya at any station.

For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, addreaa or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. b. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.
iHPIPtlRO.'BH

i

Santa

s

Cham-herlain-

's

SUNSHINE

JJ

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

and Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
e, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway.
At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Paclflc railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
g. B. GRIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. aDd Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
J. P. LYNO,
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
City tit. and Pass. Agt
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt.
utiNtKAi. offices
SANTA FE, N. M.
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Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso & Southwestern

fehJ1

E

Fe Central Railway System

fjfp

California

Californians raise gold they don't mind much how. An easier way
as been found than that. It is now obtained by farming. The alchemy
or nature converts the oranges, lemons, olives, grapes, wheat, alfalfa
and other products of the soil Into good clothes, comfortable residences,
nnd assuring bank accounts. 'Tis bt ing done every day in California.
Wouldn't it pay you to inquire into this? Petter yet, why not go there?
l

OML Y
From Albuquerque to almost all points in California and to many places
in Arizona. Liberal stop over privileges.
On sale daily, February 15 to April 7, l'JOC. Tourist sleepers daily
on fast trains. Harvey meals.
T. E. PURDY, Agent,
For particulars, apply to
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
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Br, lUng's
New Discovery
forC

1305.)

No.
Atlantic Kx press, arrives 7:: dd
a. in., departs !s:uii u. m.
No. 4. Chicago Limited, arrives 11:59
I
m., departs 12:"!i a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Ex- prrs
arm cs C:4. p m, departs
i : 4a p. ni.
Chicago Fast Mall, arrives
No. P
C:50 a. ui., departs 7:30 a. m.

...SANTA FE BiUNCH...
Effective December JO, J 90 5
Westbound.

Kast bound.
No.

PJO.

Stations.

No. 425.

six-j-:-

po-e-

Z.

tastboond.

am
12:51pm
11 :(in

2:11 p in

3:P0pni

4:02 pm
4:32 p in
0:45 pm

S:3i)pm
3: tu) a m

4:25

am

7:3(1 a in

I. v. Santa Fe Ar.

3:30 pin

Kinbudo

12: 2G p m
11:3(5 pin

Kspanola

Parranca
Servilltta

Tres Piedras
Autouito
Alamosa
Pueblo
Colo. Springs
Ar. Denver Lv.

No.

Westbound.

l, California Kxpress, arrives 7:30

p. in., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3. California Limited, arrives
11:10 a. in., departs 11:20 a. nw
No. 7. Mexico & California Express,
p. m., departs 11:59.
arrives 1):-1No. 9, Fast Mail, arrives 11:35 p. m.

1:26pm

10:29 pm
10:(Klpm
8:10 pm
Southbound.
6:40 am
11:05 pra No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:15
p.
ni.
9: 40 pra
7:00 pm Local freight train. No. 99, southbound, departs at 5 a. m., and car-

Trains slop at F.mbudo for dinner,
where good meals are served
Connections.
At AntoniU) for Durango. Silvertoi
and Intermediate points,
At Alamosa, for Denver Pueblo and
intermediate points, via either the
standard gauge line via I.a veta Pass
or the narrow gauge via Salida, making the entire trip In daylight and
passing through the FAMOUS ROYAL
Also for all points on the
GORGE.
Creede branch.
S. K. HOOPER. G. P. A.,
Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY,
Traveling Freight
and Passenger Agent.

ries passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:50

,

;
i

10" maVP9 aU ,oca, 8t0ps east ot
Albuiiuerque.
No. 1 runs direct to l.os Angeles.
7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 3 runs direct to l.os Angeles and
San Francisco.

No
,'

All

trains

a.

daily.

T. E. PURDY. Agent.

A. SLEYSTER

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room 5. Cromwell Block. Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.
INSURANCE,

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

KANSAS LAUNCH BOOM

CLEAN SWEEP

FOR EXPOSITION IN I9II

SALE
OF

.

lopeha, Ka., Feb. H The unite of
Kansas proposes to put In the shade
ail previous attempts to hold the athumanity by
tention of
putting on the biggest, loudest, most
novel exposition eer su n est of St.
h.Ileitis.
fi
On the :,.th of January In lM'.l
Kansas Territory was admitted into
the union and thereby fuiulslied one
of the Immediate causes of the civil
war. Kansas has grown since then
to a bustling, thriving common
wealth.
In remembrance of the old ilays
and in celebration of the new ones,
the state will ho'd. at Topeka. a
world's fair a
expojjj sition cm the tillielli unnivcisary of
the admission of the stale into'tho
union, which will be in the year r.Hl.
On the il'.Hh of
January, Kansas
(lay, a big convention was held In
this city to perfect the oruanlzatiou
that Is to carry out the wish of the
open-mouth-

CARPET REMNANTS
AND SAMPLES

I

lengths.. 90c
Body Brussels. 1'i-ylengths.. 90c
Wilton Velvet. 1
$1.25
Moquette, I'iyd lengths
lengths ...$1.50
Axminister, 1',2-yd

I

KKMNANTS, I.AIUIF. K.,', f'H FOR SMALI KOOMS, IV
VIM VRT Mlini'KTTX AXII INGRAIN. SO ClIKAr IT WHX
SEB OUR WINDOW IMS- MARK YOt'H P()'rKKT!OU:; 1.AIT.1I.

"U

D. EM fit! ON S

J.

Both phones.

EVENING

AMItraUEHOUK

9, 1906.

Corner Ccal Avenue and Second St. W. end of viaduct.

U&'"i

FAVORITISM IN RAILROAD RATES

people.

The 75 delegates who came to this
convention are suhstuni ial and representative citizens of the state. They
will form a corporation that will be
backed by the whole people, lawniak-- t
politicians, officeis, magistrates,
holders, farmers and business men
who pay the taxes and who are going
to go down into their pockets for the
money that will be necessary.
In the front rank of Its supporters
are Governor K. W. I loch, the hero of
the Kansas fight on the Standard Oil
octopus; Vv. it. Stiibbs, chairman of
the Republican State Central committee and the arch champion of clean
pc'.itics; F. 1). CV'iirn. secretary of
Ue State Hoard ed Agriculture, with
a national reputation because of his
researches an dthe absolute reliability of his reports; William Allen
White, the newspaper editor, author
and practical politician, and Eugene
Ware, known in American readers
as Iroueniiil, the Kansas poet, and toj
Washington statesmen as the one
time pension bureau on a thorough
business basis.
Major Thomas J. Anderson, secretary of the Topeka Commercial club,
the originator of the exposition Idea,
is one of those who helped get the
state Into the union. He Is a veteran
of the war of the rebellion and one
of the most honored citizens of
Kansas.
The peojile of Kansas are planning
no small affair. The federal government will bo asked for a big appropriation. The state itself will tax its
resources to the limit. The city of
Topeka will issue bonds for a large
amount and the county of Shawnee,
In which Topeka Is situated, will be
expected to produce several hundred
thousand dollars at least. The county, which has just freed itself from
debt, is already preparing to put the
surplus that has been going to pay
off bonds into the fund to be used for
the exposition.

r

Here we have a laughable bargain ail.
None but a ninny could expect to sell one pair of socks for more than
four pair, eh?
Don't lie too certain.
You ought to see a in riff Hlieet In a railroad freight office.
The railroads will take fertilizer for you from Montgomery. Ala., to
Macon, Gn., at $i.i a ton. hut they charge 2.30 a ton to Shellman, Oa.,
only about half as far.
You'd suppose they will bring it back from Macon for $1.50 a ton.
Hut no; the rate wizard did not feel flossy the day he fixed the rate going
the other way, anil petulantly put it at $2.05.
.hist to show how arbitrary lie could be when he got his hand In. he
made the rate $2.4n for dropping it off 15 miles before you come to Montgomery.
The tariff slicit of to lay will occupy the position of honor in the dime
museum of the next century.

CITIZEN.

The Strenuous Life

Meat Market

Whitney, at work on the
was a isiior in the
yesterday.
C. W.

He

:.

111. w'tti
Sania Ke special cat.
J. C.iiiMin en board, is in the city,
Mr. Ctibson is looking after company
affairs In re fur a tew days.
H. A. Chamberlain, of the claims
of the Santa Fe, with
in Tnpeka, Kan., arrived in
AlhuqiMMT.il.' liv;t n'.tht from the east.
K.

head-ouarte-

...
...

I.. McKciizie. superintendent of
til,. Cnliira .'. 'ew Mexico division, ot
C.

Exiiress company,
the Wclls-Fanrwith iieadc.uarlcrs in Denver, is in the
city on an Inspection lour.
Owing to the addition oT a couple
of cars of Wells Fargo express matter
this morning to passenger train No.
2, that train went out as a double
'header, two engine's f the
pulling her.
Williiim Fisher, engineer of freight
train No. I!:t. southbound, who was fatally injured in the wreck of his train
Wednesday afternoon at Courchesne,
near HI l'aso, particulars of which
in The livening Ciiizen yesterday, still lie's a- t ie ci !'.--, hospital In a critical condition, and his
broken
recovery is unlooked lor.
rail precipitated the locomotive and
several cars Into the ditch. Fisher
was burled In neat h the wreckage and
terribly scalded, his legs horribly mangled and internal injuries sustained.
FosConductor Klerick and Fin-mater were slightly hurt.
12"'.'-lyp-

the lagan coal fields. The party will
remain tonight at Antelope Springs.
u is understood that the twj easterners are the representatives of a
syndicate which is now In touch with
(ieneral Francis J. Torrance and other
capitalists, owners of the stock and
bonds of the two railroads named,
with a view of making a combination
to extend the Santa Fe Central railway line to Roswell and to complete
the Albuquerque Eastern lino to Albuquerque and to the Hagan coal fields.
The party
will arrive in Santa Fe
either tomorrow night or Saturday.
1

len

e

-

The Yellow Fever Germ
has recently been discovered. It
bears a close resemblance to the malaria germ. To free the system from
di:;ase germs, the most effective
remedy is Dr. King's New Life Pills,
tiuara.nte ed to cure all diseases due to
malaria ivoison and constipation. 25c
at all druggists.

UII.S.
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FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking.
Ye have added to our
well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
woolers without shrinking. When we are through with tbem they
are just like new, if other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
i ml we will straighten them out for you.

It.M
Kree Delivery

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

r'reet.

tKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXXXXXXT
"GOOD HORSES!"
WHY
NOT GOOD HARNISS7
Make matters match. If you're the
proud possessor of a fine hone or
team see to It that their equipment i

(Small Holding Claim No. 445.)
Department of the Interior. United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., IRON FENCE CHEAPER THAN WOOD
January 8, 1!06.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 18!H. (20 Stats., s54), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
States.. 470). and that said proof will
be made before the United States
MANIirACTUStD
f
court commissioner at Albuquerque,
Ironworks Company
The
Stewart
N. M., on February 15, 1M6., viz.,
fia CINCINNATI, OHIO
Hcatrls C. de Sanchez, widow of
WhnM Yuncm tpcHyii1 tb Ttlphppt Awftn!.
.Jesus H. Sanchez, deceased, for the
"4JnM Hral," W nrl.r. Klr, St. I.oiim, in.
S. H. C. No. 445, situated! In Sec. 25.
Til. fntint ocouomlr.l ffnc4 y'H r.q tmv.
1hmi Ih.n
wttort fmrp. V lir
'
lrlc
T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Sec. 30, T. 7 N..
not ropUtA ytwir ol't on uuw with ft Deat, t

In

We Sell Iron Fence

We have

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

.

"Sgi

CO.

OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXDOOOtDOOO

rmtpw-tabl-

E.

keeping with their worth.

a reputation for turning out harneaa
which bears critical Inspection from
any viewpoint strength, style, durability, price moderation.
As to the
latter, we will be glad to quote you
cost any time you ask It. Please ask.

II
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BACK OF P. O.

VILl.K PRODUCE CO

HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
Who'esile und Retail
HIDES.
PEI.TS AND WOOI.
J. H. MacMANUS, Mgr.
fi02 South First Street
ltotn Phone- -

FOR PUBLICATION.

"Red Wagons"

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,

tmriivp inun rFiweN.
Hr liM dofllrtm ofmtMIron
I ntm t'lowrr
Keller,
t.tibowD Id our ciitaloKU'",

screen doors

pfj

JOHNSON

Jmmu

f

above-mentione- d
cross-examin-

I

e

(

I'tv'm

'Lir

tr

.

worn

'

ro)

-'

Z?Tt

WAG0NS

j

'-'i

'''1

Standard

'

i

,..,.

a1'-

'8

titUti(.lli(l CO
ML
$G.OO Rer Ton

JV-5

WALKER,

l

'

W.H.Hahn&Co

laJ!eAli!r

O

9

Gut-o- ff

ot The Atchison, Topeka

&.

Santo Fe Railway

City.,

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Galveston and points east to Sap Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Bcicn Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
Of l.uti!) tublue
i
and residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with l.Toad SO and
stteets, with alleys 2u feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old snade trees; public school home, costing 116,000; churches. Commercial club; a population of 1,500 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large winery; three hotels,
restanranu, etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay In Central Sen Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city In tbe near future cannot be estimated.
ALL

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

Tbe lots offered are

In

the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation)
shop, etc , etc.
Also a first-clas- s
modern hotel.

coal sod wood yard, drug store, harness

;

GO OVER

no taml or

trel

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need

first-clas-

s

bakery, tailor shop, shoe bouse, jeweler, plumbing shop, plaotsa: mill.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF VOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

The.

ell, vice

e

!.,!..

Groceries

fr

Kansas

8.

president t
railway and the
Albuquerque Eastern railroad, arrived here at :: o'clock this afternoon
with
in his special Horn Torrance,
M

Canned

Staple and Fancy

i

NOW AT ESTANCI A.
lent writing from

II.
the Santa Fe

!'.

.(

not'en's dranite Flenr

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

(.!:Hdi

1

HOPEWELL AND PARTY

S

f"f

5

CO.

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

taln

W

rhar.!norr

He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
Gpntral Building Supplies
possession of said tract for twenty
Ixw Prtoa
years next preceding the survey of
s
n.Tr.irou
the township, viz.:
OA LI, AND
Manuel Maes, of Vnlencla, N. M.;
HBH ua
I
RU PL ",VJ.
Third and Marquette
Mariano Perea, of Valencia, N. M.;
A. D.
Jose O. Chavez, of Valencia, X. M.;
Miguel Silva. of Valencia. N. M.
AGENT
Any port-owho desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the Interior department why such
proof should net be allowed, will be
OLD
given an opportunity at the
MCKORY
:
time and place to
t'ne witnesses of said claimant, and to ofl'er evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted bv claimant.
PROPOSALS FOR HARX. Deimrt-men- t
MANUEL R. OTERO,
of the Interior. Olllce of Indian
Register.
Affairs. Washington, I). C, February
A Healing Gospel.
r. I'M it?. Sealed pr"osals, endorsed
J. Korber & Co.
"Proposals feir Ilarn, Zunt School, Xew
The Rev. J. C. Warren, pastor ofi
WHOLESALE
Mexico," and addressed to the Com- bbarrn linptlst Cchnrcn, Iblair, Oa.,
i s a Cion-missioner of Indian Affairs. Washh
Miners:.
and RETAIL
I
PRESERVE VOUR HEALTH I
ington. I). C, will be received at the "end to mankind. It cured me of &y
Albuquerque. H. M.
Emp nra n4 ojor throold
Indian office until 2 o'clock p. m., lame back, stiff joints, and complete'
n br wwlni por(ool-tliciMarch 20.
for furnishing and de physical collapse. I was so weak It
livering the materials anil labor nec- took me half an hour to walk a mile.
WHEN REPAIRS ARE REQUIRED,
essary to construct and complete a Two bottles of Electric Hitters have
Frost King
workme n will be found to be caOur
stone barn at the Zuni Indian scho.il made me so strong I have Just walked
Frost Queen
pable and thoroughly efficient. Wlhether
New Mexico, In strict accordance with three miles In Gl) minutes and feel;
J, Chamois Vest
euily a new washer la wanted, or
walking three more. It's made aj
plans and specifications and lnstruc- Md of chimolt. ralBfored
something more vital or serious Is to
Hons to bidders, which may be exam-- , new n"tn of me." Greatest remedy!
wltk Bunal lifbl, otttnileom.
be 'attended to. In any branch of tho
weakness ami all Stomach, Liver
Inert at this office, the offices of The
fortcbl.
!
Llka -j-mhln
plumber's business, their services will
la this
Citizen, Albuquerque, N. M.: Improve-- ! antJ K1'npy complaints.
Sold under.
Oimmj
Mor,
mi
h
caarutteed
be promptly rendered, and the damment Bulletin, Minneapolis, Minn. guarantee at all druggists. Price 50c.!
W lJ Mtlr hi Uf aot ioo.age siM'edily repaired, at moderate
o
American Contractor, Chicago, 111.;
charges.
Fo Bali Bi
Construction
News, Chicago, III.:
MERCHANT TAILORING
Builders & Traders' Exchanges at
The Williams Drug Co.
St. Paul, Minn., Minneapolis, Minn.;
The
Heating &
Milwaukee, Wis., and Omaha, Neb.; UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
BLUE FRONT STORE.
RAILROAD
O.
BAMAVENUE.
the Northwestern Manufacturers'
117 W. Railroad Ave.
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
Both phones, j
St. Paul, Minn.; the U. S.
Plumbing Company
Indian Warehouses at 119 Wooster
j
'
:OS
My
A
J'""
CKfAOl
tailoring
upmercnaut
stiop
is
COP
street, .ew york Citv. 205 Soutn
Both 'Phones: Colo., Red 284; Auto-Canal street, Chicago,
matic, 671.
v..,oos. Hay.
Seventh street, St.
oooooooooooooooooooooooom
xxxrxxxxxTxxxxixxxxxxxxxxx
, ,
Howard street, Omaha , Act)., ami 23, ,,.
. . , .7,
.
of Imnorted Wines l.tnuom
i uave nan uueen years
ex iHne line
mo.
pihd
Washington
street San I' rancise-oinunnu
,
inn h
...,
-- ,
ami Cigars. Place vour ordera for
WE
GIVE
luiiuui uluu iiucdv
Liii.ni nnu
Cal., and at the school . For further ;
tins line with us.
T Ti
,.v..
bi'M
You
In
mill
.........
satisfaction
i vivnwvu, Ul COOCU
q
FEED
STABLES
tUU
information, apply to Douglas B. repaired.
"
"
Q
work.
Tbe specific 1 use will not
Corner Second and Marquette.
Graham, superintendent.
Zuni, New
the
XXXJOobboOOOOOC
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
,'dle8', Mrments
i"i",e,
Mexico. C. F. I.arrabee, Acting
M
Z10'
nun waiKUJK BKiris mane
'"'
OOCx3CO0Q00c0CXXX30
Cerrlllos
to order. Give nie a trial.
American Block
O. BAMBINI.
A Habit to Be Encouraged.
A. T.
The mother who has acquired the
rirtE
habit of keeping on hand a bottle of
WILLING HELPERS.
INSURANCE.
Chamberlain's Cougi Remedy, saves
What's the use of a helper, If f
Secretary Mutual Building Associaherself a great amount of uneasiness
he isn't willing? Willingness
v
tion. Otfica at .!. C Haldrldge's LumH.
C. GRANNIS, Prop.
and anxiety. Coughs, colds and croup, V an ample mantle which will al-is- if,
ber yard.
A. .a
nA
nn vuioI gun
rnunv, ail
to which children are susceptible, are
nQ,I
uiu m
most cover all the sins of serv- Day and Night Hack.
are quickly cured by its use. It coun- V Ice. But a classified advertise- - S
MILL WOOD
COKE
Mexico.
Albuquerque,
New
M. URAGOIE
teracts any tendency of a cold to rement In The Evening Citizen is a '!
KINDLING
sult in pneumonra. and If given as
xxxxxxxxxxxTxrxxxxxxxxxxxxi
willing helper that Is not only
In
Dealers
soon as the first symptoms of croup
absolutely competent, but also is
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
appear, it will prevent the attack.
a willing worker. It works all
N. PEACH & CO.
This remedy cemtains nothing injuriGroceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
the time for you. It Is the best
ous and mothers give it to little ones
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
and most economical publicity in
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
OOTM 'PHONES
with a feeling of perfect security,
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash- Automatic 'phone, 636. Office,
the world.
ror sale by all druggists.
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M
West Gold Avenue.

Located on the Been

sin-cia- l

February
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ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

gine, and In some way lost his hold
and fell between tbe engine and a car.
His lc;s were caught beneath tho
was
A
wheel- - and crushed.
Immediately made' up ai Fairbank ami
to llenson. There Dr.
Fox was
(
s I'msell Mas' taken atxiaril and a
start made for Tin son. Feix was
beyond medieal aid. however, and died
lie
a sheirt distance out fr in
was a im:le man and was about 30
years obi. He came here to work Tor
the Southern Pacific a month age.

.he

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

l.e.ithff.
ll.irncn, ?,id r.es, l.aj
Uobcs,
Horse Wnnket. Ktc. I'al
motto lino! rain-- ; l:lS's five yonrs and
stops leak. ivs:i paid for Hide anf
Pelts.
K)9
WEST RAILnOD AVENUE

,

February 10 Florence Roberts. In
"The Strength of the Weak."
February 14 Richards & Pringles'
M ny Minstrels."
February L'4 Mme. Modjeska.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC FREIGHT
BRAKEMAN KILLED BY CARS.
.loe Feix. a S'unhcrn Pacific brake-man- ,
was run
over and f .it ally Insays the Tucson
jured at Fairbank.
Untight
Citi.e!'. He died while
to this city on a special train. Fox
eif the enwas riding on the tenrt'--

-i

AN I

.

EVENTS

ge't-Hn- n

uii.!-

VAKNISMES

i!:'.r.iii.3.

.

d

says:

Wholesale Grocers

Thos. F. Kolchcr
PAiNTS.

The strenuous life of modern times
forces people to rush through their
meals Tinstily, hurrying from the ta- Me In the mad rush after the al- i .. .
(Ioiihi.
unfair
The result Is Incomplete digestion,
intlanima'tlon of the walls of the
stomnch, and lack of secretion of the
gastric juices, ending in chronic stomach trouble and nervous breakdown.
How much better it would be to eat
more slowly, cure the stomach trouble with
and soon regain perfect health. The headache, sleeplessness, nervous troubles, pain after citing, specks before the eyes, bnehaches,
foreboding,
and gloomy
would be son overcome and perfect
health and strength would be restored.
it curing all
So reliable Is
forms of stomach weakness and trouble, that J. H. O'Rielly & Co. have
signed a guarantee that the remedy
will cost nothing unless It cures. Each
box of
sells for fifty cents, and
Is invaluable to any one who suffers,
with indigestion, nervousness or weak
stomach.

R.

INC.

All

Results In Stomach Troubles
Physical Breakdown J. H. O'Rielly
A Co., Offer a Simple Remedy.

,

C0MiNG

Kodol Digests What You Eat.
Just a little Kodol after nieuls will
relieve that fulness, belching, gas on
stomach, and all other symptoms of
indigestion. Kodol digests what you
eat, and enables the stomach and digestive organs to perform their functions naturally. Kodol is a thorough
FURNITURE CAR CLIMBED
UPON A COAL CAR. (lige'stant and will afford relief from
a tty disorders due to Imperfect diges- A peculiar accident occurred in
or
soiu ny an
rock canvon of the Santa Fe a mil tion
east of Wat rous the other nlg'ht. A druggists.
long string of empties was g inge'ast.
The train was pulling through the
canyon at a lively rate as :h ground
Doubtless a certain
was descending.
amount of nir pressure had been applied to tin- brakes. Something Happened which convinced t In- - engineer
that all was not riht and he stopped
the train The trainmen were ama.e-to find that a furniture car hail left
the trucks and climbed ui on a
car. What the cans, was ne) one can
ay. Neither car left tiie rails, but a
couple of h ill's w.s consumed in
the furniture ear back where It
belonged.

run

GROSS, KELLY 6t CO

Kinds of Frish and Salt Mests.
Stfsm Sausage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Ma.M.tiic
Uuil linc. North Third Street.
and

NOTICE

sjrwNa sNarsa

'N0va.NUNjarvjrsirssTsii vstnjtoi

THIRD STREET

'

RAILROAD TOPIC

PAGE SEVEN.
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JOHN3BECKER, President
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Belen Town and Improvement Comnanx
WM.
BERGER,
M.

v,

Secretary
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of Your

Take Good Care
Feet

A

Good Shoes are an absolute
necessity for health as well as
looks. Ill fitting Shoes cause

corns and bunions. Shoes that
are too light expose you to the
danger of catching cold. For
stylith Shoes that fit well and
protect your feet, call upon us.

If

$2 50

Men's Dress Shoes
Men's Work Shoes
Women's Shoes
Women's Low Shoes
Shoes for Boys
Shoes for Girls
Shoes for Ilahies

$ I 00
3 00
4 00

to

1G3

to
to

1-5-

to

1-2-

3-5-

100 to

to

85
50

2-7-

2 50

to

1-2-

AND WEATHER.

Pattly cloudy tonight

Satur-

nd

day, with local rain or snow; warmer
In north portion tonight.
Sun rose at 6:55 this morning and
set at 5:34 this evening, giving a
day of 10 hour and 39 minutes. 1 he
moon rises as the sun sets and shines
all night long. The day has been hazy
but very pleasant, a model winter day
In any way considered.
General Hancock, one of the foremost generals In
the civil war and a democratic candidate for the presidency after the close
of the war, died on this day, 1886. For
account of the eclipse last night, see
article elsewhere in this issue,
account elsewhere.
will

YARBERRY

HANGING
SARY.

ANNIVER- -

years ago today, Milmarshal of the town of
was hanged at the old
Old Town. It was a leYarberry had killed two
city within a month-Camp- bell,
who worked at the shops,
and Brown, who was a guard for the
Express company on the
trains, in those earlv davs. runnina
west from this city. It was really for
the killing of Brown, who had distinguished Tennessee relatives and
friends, that Yarberry was hanged.
twenty-thre-

e

ton Yarberry,
Albuquerque,
adobe jail in
gal hanging.
men in this
Well-Farg-

oKDooDoooocoaoc

New Goods

ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
are being constantly received, which
No. 3, from the east, 0:30 p. m.
Insures our customers receiving perNo. 1, from the east, li) p. m.
No. 7, from the east, lf:4." p. in.
fectly (rush articles. We handle only
No. it, from the cast, 11:35 p. ni.
tlie best and most reliable brands of
No. S, from the west, 2 a. m.
every kind of food products, and sell
No. 4, from the west, 11:59 p. m.
them at bed rock prices.
tomorrow morning.
No. 10, from the south. No. 2, from
the west, and No. 3, from the east, tomorrow morning.

F. F. TROTTER

'
,.'?
copvri

MOCHA

U

v

I'

Nos.

JAVA

118

and

00000X300000
Mmmamnimniiii1 '
T.

Geo. W. Hickox

Went Copper avpnu.e but. on ire;ikitu;
tip housekeeping here sold the property for $2,500 and then she ntid her
husband, June Moore, left the Hi.v.
Mr. Howell will now go to Flagstaff,
on the game mission, lie lmving n letter In his poHsessinn naying that at
the time of her Incarceration in the
asylum she owned a house and lot in
that town.
Miss Margaret Kyle, of Chicigo,
traveling secretary of the Voting Woman's Christian association, is at
J'ark, where she will address the
students of the New Mexico Colleg.)
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. It
Is learned today that Miss Kyle will
come north tomorrow morning, and
may be Induced to stop here for a (lay
or two.
Governor Hagerman's social calendar Is well filled these days. In addition ti the numerous affairs that have
been given in his honor and the others
that he will nttend at Mania re, ne
wilt he elven a reception In Albu
querque by the Commercial club on the
loth, and one in l.as egas uy me
Commercial cjub on the 21st of this
month.
Countv School Superintendent A. II.
StrouD who returned last evening from
a trip to Los Crlegos and l.os Cande- laria and reports hciiooi mauers in
first class condition. At the Orlegos
school the students are preparing for
J. Korber
a prize, spelling contest.
has offered a plow as first prize In tho
corn growing contest and S. E. Newcomer has donated $." to the worthy
cause.
before returning to Kansas City last
evening Frank C. Miller, vice president of the Kansas City Pioneer Trust
and Willis J. deed or the
'"
are &
Toneka law firm of Gleed.
Cleed, purchased KO.miio acres of sheep
and cattle land In the Atriseo land
grant (in the K!o Puerco. The gentle-mewho represent heavy capital, will
slock the land with sheep and cattle
In tho near future.
Our women's house shies combine
ilaintincs:! with comfort and wear.
We have some styles without, heels,
some with low h' el?, and some with
higher heels, narrow, medium and
wide toes. Plain Flippers, .lullets and
sandals with one. two, three or four
straps. Prices range Ironi $1.10 to $2.
C. May's shrie store, 311 Wist Hail- n,

Y. Maynard

menu".

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

TOO LATE

'llgTillIllTOlaDMlCTJYjnrllVTIT'

TO CLASSIFY

9, 1906.

TTSTPTTHTfflWMBrjaammaM

18
FOR HUNT Three,
four and five-- l
room houses; one furnlsned. W. H.
McMillion, real estate dealer, 211
West Gold avenue.
f OK SALIC Saddle pony; also second
hnnd
harness and saddle. W. H.
Mc.Milllon. real estate dealer,
211

iiia

west

Me-sll- la

road

South Second St

120

EVEN IMP CITIZEN

FIRST SPRING DISPLAY OF

MEN'S KNOX HATS

avenue.

COMING ITALIAN

BALL.

A grand concert
and ball will be
given by the Italian Mutual Protection
society of Albuquerque, at. their lodge
roms, Oolomlx) hall, on Tuesday
evening, February 27, 1906, at 8
o'clock, the last day of the carnival,
all uso Ilomano.
CHARLES MELINI,
Chairman.
FRANK TOM EI.

--

FOR 1906

At 3.00, $3.50
and 5.00

Treasurer.

O. DACHECHI.

Secretary.

FRESH POTATO CHIPS.

BULK OLIVES.
ALL KINDS
IN
OF PICKLES,
BULK.
ALL KINDS OF RELISHES, IN
BULK.
THE JAFFA CROCERY CO.
"Good Things to Eat."

NOW ON DISPLAY

AND SALE

AND IN THE 8TORE.

SHOWING

IN OUR WINDOWS
THt VERY NEW.

EST IN SHAPES AND ALL THE LASTEST POPULAR
SHADES, INCLUDING THE NEW 1906 DERBY KNOX

BASKET BALL AGAIN THIS
HIGH
BETWEEN
THE
SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY. GOOD
GAME, GOOD DANCE, GOOD TIME.
o
Say. those new valentines at Newcomer's hit the spot. .lust step In and
ask to see the specials.

AT $3.50 AND $5.00.

SIMON STERN

The RMLR3AD AVE.
CLOTHIER

DANCE!
DANCE!
DANCE!
AT COLOMBO
HALL FRIDAY
NIGHT. GENTLEMEN 50c. LADIES

FREE.

RANCH

I

ooooooioooo ooocioeooooot

EGGS

RIO GRANDE
VALLEY
FROM
RAISERS, 35 CENTS A DOZEN. SEE
J. F. PALMER, 501 NORTH FIRST,
STREET.
H. R. Yewell Is seriously ill at his
home on North Fourteenth street.

i

i

MASK BALL!
MASK BALL!
WEDNESHALL.
AT COLOMBO
DAY, FEBRUARY 14. PRIZES GIVEN
TICK
TO THE BEST MASKERS.
ETS, 75c, ADMITTING LADIES. ,

Oyster Definitions

'Municipal ownership for mine said
o
A. Clteo,
WRECK
PECULIAR
"I'll buy the water works from the
Companee,
Positive
Good Oysters
THIS AFTERNOON
. And pay etn right, say a hunMasquerade suits made to order;
dred thou.
Comparative
also suits to rent. Call at 1204 North
Better
Oysters
What? They want two hundred SUDDEN OPENING OF A SWITCH Second street.
Superlative
Wow!
fifty?
CROSSING,
Sealshipt
and
Oysters
o
AT A RAILROAD
I'll build me a plant of my own, by
BURGLARY.
CAUSES ANNOYING BLOCKADE.
gee! "
Protect yourself against Rurglars by
Sealsliipt Oysters in Sealshipt
A peculiar freight wreck happened taking out a National burglar pcllcy
Carriers
Question What has become of the it Railroad avenue crossing in tnis with
F. H. KENT,
famous "Keo Mountaineer?"
112 South Third street.
city about 2:'i3 o'clock this afternoon,
II. A. Marble, of Estancla, was an when tlie progress of "red ball" No.
Sealshipt
PRIZES!
PRIZES! PRIZES!
Albuquerque visitor yesterday and to
was suddenly arres'ed.
. westbound,
HANDSOME,
AND
BEAUTIFUL
day, transacting business.
More than half of the train had
BEST
S.
I.ewlnson, salesman for L. B. cleared the crossing, when car No. WILL BE GIVEN TO THE BALL
AT THE MASK
Puti.o'. wholesale grocer, left last 9(1, 24G, belonging to the Burlington MASKERS
Sealshipt Blue Points
night for a business trip to Denver.
route, left the rails, and with a dull WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, AT
COLOMBO HALL.
Miss Montgomery was successfully roar buried Its hind trucks In the mud
operated u.Vn this morning at the St. two or three feet deep.
Valentines at Newcomer's.
a
Joseph's sanitarium, for appendicitis.
rhe accident was caused by a sud
branching
of
switch
the
den
release
Miss Zella Kankln, daughter of Don
ft from the westbound main track a
J. Rankin, Is reported seriously 111
with typhoid fever at her home In this short distance cast of the crossing.
The frelg'ht was bowling along at a
city.
hour clip, when the
Capt. F. J. Dodge, of the detective fifteen-mile-a- n
'
Express switch suddenly flew open. The front
force of the Wells-Farg- o
"THE
company, is in the city on Ills way to trucks of car No. 96,246 had cleared,
but, the hind ones rolled over on the
El Paso.
siding. As the distance between the
A. Vivlanl Is laying the foundation
two trucks of the car increased, there
s
Tije-raon
rooming
house
a
for
avenue, between Third and Fourth was a loud report, as the coupling
finally broke, which held the car be
streets.
No. U,70fi, belonging to the St,
P. Linenau, of I.os I.unas, was a hind.
Iron Mountain & Southern.
Louis,
yesterday,
metropolis
visitor in the
litirlington car was at that mo
The
In
Valencia
returning to his homo
ment on the crossing. It dug up the
county today.
finally striking the brick
dirt,
George J. Solle. of Silver City, has cross-wal- and on the west side, tore this
arrived in Albuquerque and Intends tin and sinking into the dirt, truck
remaining several days transacting deep, actually brought the puffing lobusiness of a personal nature.
Car No,
comotive to a standstill.
W. S. Iliff. president of tho Albu
fl,70G also left the rails, but did not
querque Gas, Electric Light and Power move far afterwards.
The first car
company, arrived in tlie city last nigm slopped at a dangerous angle, and
from a business trip to Tucson, Ariz would have crossed
over into the
Mrs. I,. A. Miller, daughter of Col. street maiming several persons stand
been
who
has
and Mrs. J. M. Moore,
Ing near, bad It progressed a few more
visiting her parents the past week, feet. Fortunately, tho wrecked cars
2
No,
morning
her
on
for
left this
are In such positions on the crossing
home in Atchison, Kan.
as not to stop traffic on the thorough
THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.
of W- - S fare.
L. S. Strickler. brother
StrlcUler, returned to the city last
night from San Francisco, and after
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
remaining here a few days will con
per brick
W
tlnue south to Magdalena, where he Is Cod
401-40- 3
3 !;gs of Seeded R iislns
2"c
interested in mining.
South
30c
Word has just been received in this Newton Creamery HutUr
2"c
citv at the local Santa Fe offices that 2 cans of California Plums
Arizona.
Mexico
We are showing a very large stock
train No. 3, the limited, caught on the
Wr;t jor wholcs.tle Trices m Plows and Other Kami Implements
ot'her side of the freight wreck near of valentines.
1"ic
Trinidad, particulars of which- appear 2 l!s of Ginger Snaps
The largest fitock west of Kansas City.
9c
in t'.ie telegraphic news etsewnere in Figs, pc r pg
per
nkg
9:30
Hates,
until
not
arrive
will
!c
this Issue,
Iarge pkg of Oat flake for
25c
o'clock tonight.
Sevtnil thousand valentines nt a
Mr and Mrs. Joseph Trice, of So- pnrrn. are tn the citv. Visiting the penny each.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
2r.c
families of i.. il. and Simon Stern 3 bottles of Chow-ChoSALE FEED AND TRANS
LIVERY,
ISc
Celluloid
Two
pkgs
of
Starch..
The niii leave, tonight for Trinidad
FER STAULES
and lL"i- - grade of Peas
10c
wi.e're ii,.v will visit relatives
friends for a few days. Mr. Price is 1 pkg of Force and 1 pkg of Shredex
ded Wheat
25c Horses and Mules bought .and
the head of a new banking Institution
changes
everylxxly,
Valentines to suit
from
which he will soon open at Socorro.
a pennv up.
Vestenlnv The Evening Citizen stat
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITT
111.,
THE MAZE.
e,i th.ii it. K Howell, of Moline,
William Kieke, Proprietor.
Second street, between Railroad snr!
All sizes and valuea; watches, rings and general Jewelry stock, at
had arrived here, to Investigate Into
Copper avenues
reports that his mot tier, Mrs. Nora
tarain rates.
Opening
Announcement.
property
Howell-MoorUNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES.
had left some
cordially
You
are
nt
invited
to
call
Arizona
PRIZES! PRIZES! PRIZES!
here the woman dying at the
107
South
Rrunswlck,
the
Second
Yesterday
,n lnno i. 1K'I9.
HANDSOME,
AND
street, In the Harnett building, where BEAUTIFUL
l,h v. Mr Howell visited me
WILL BE GIVEN
TO THE BEST
114 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
I
open
CIms
High
pool
win
n
and
the
over
BALL
MASK
court house and in looking
MASKERS AT THE
on side Rtreet.
entrance
.
1'iivate
Billiard
next
week.
Extending
a
Parlor
re cords discovered that ins mm".-WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, AT
cordial invitation to till.
once owned a nouso nuu iuur
COLOMBO HALL.
I remain yours,
i

The Hickox -- Maynard

Go.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE

THE BEST.

OUR WATCH REPAIRING

AND

NICEST

AND

OPTICAL

DE-

OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICA-

PARTMENTS IN CHARGE
TIONS. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS

BY

MAIL, AND

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

South Second Street

The Arch Front
lUgtasBH

oooocooooo oooooooooo

THE BIRDSELL WAGON

i

just m

The finest candy made at any rrice; absolutely pure; always fresh,
the purest of the
healthy and wholesome. Choc olates and
pure.
bon-bon-

CO ,

Barneit Building

Druggists

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote

k

WHITNEY COMPANY;

Fii-"i- .

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
CO.

LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

Wholesal Distributers for New

ft

-

Albuquerque, N.

M.

Li

Diamond

i

000s
A) Money to Loan A

i

DIAMONDS

THE

VER

s

C00000

-

1

First and Marquette,

North First Street
and

First Street

113-115-1-

-

ROOfing.

WORLD'S BEST."'

m

Whitmans Candies
J. H. O'RIELLY

Select...

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

e,

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker

M. GCSSAROFF.

THE BASKET

JUST RECEIVED.

Our Eastern Buyer, who is in the market at
Chicago, is sending us our new Spring stock

SUITS

St

FRFSH SHIPMENT OF KEHOE'S
FAMOUS CHOCOLATE
CANDIES
Ljo PER POUND BOX.
THE JAFFA CROCERY CO.
"Good Things to Eat."
DANCEi
DANCE!
DANCE!
AT COLOMBO
HALL
FRIDAY
NIGHT. GENTLEMEN 50c. LADIES

FREE.

mniujistl

10.50, $12.50, $13.50 AND $14.75 IN BRIGHT,

Ihsiw-

smi

-

RELIABLE HEAVY WEIGHTS

ASK TO SEE THEM.

CUT
FLOWERS
Y.

'!!' Kure

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

FOS

ikiwr

H

H

HARDWARE

F. MYERS Proprietors
Auto. Phone. 185

H

H

WM. McINTOSH

Colo. Phone 197

THE TIME to buy your Heating Stoves.
selling them out at actual cost.

rtOWJS

P
AND INSPECT the
CALL the
Southwest.

We are
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EVENING IS ESPECIALLY INTERESTING, BECAUSE IT IS BETWEEN
THE TWO TEAMS
THE HIGH
SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY.
BOTH
FOR
ARE NOTED
THEIR CLEAN.
SNAPPY
PLAYING.
ONE OF THE
BEST CROWDS OF THE SEASON
.IS EXPECTED.
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